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the income from $10,000,000, her
friends say, will be more than ample
for her wants.
The divorce proceedings were con
sidered by Mrs. Astor more than
year. The intimate friends of the
family knew this, but were not in
formed of the exact facts.
j

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

8, 1909.

FIVE O'CLOCK

EDITION.

death following a lingering illness,
lasting more than eight months. Mr.
Whitcomb Is survived by his wife,
who was with him when the end
came, .two brothers and three sisters,
all of "whom have been notified of his
death.
..The deceased came to New Mexico
thirty, years ago from Vermont and
ENDURANCE
settled in Old Albuquerque, moving
REMARKABLE
?
to the new town when it was founded
RACE BY AUTOMOBILES
twenty-fiv- e
years ago, and becoming
a" member
of the first city council.
Ehrenburg, Ariz., Nov. 8. Five big
For many years he took a prominent
ourlng cars that remain in the Los
part in the work of the various Ma
ngelea to Phoenix automobile race,
sonic bodies, and the funeral, which
'eft here at daylight this morning.
The Isotta was out first, followed by
will occur from the family residence,
Bulck. The Buick broke all pre MME.
he
morning at 10 o'clock, will
STEINHEIL MAY YET BE MUCH
INTEREST IN SESSION Wednesday
SECURES INTERLOCUTORY
DE vious records from Los
AND
be under the auspices of the New FIRE CAUSES EXPLOSION
Angeles to
WHICH
CONVENES AT
ACQUITTED OF MURDER
CREE OF SEPARATION FROM
NINE PERSONS ARE
Mexico grand lodge, A. F. and A. "M.,
the Colorado river, making 240 miles
CHARGE.
TORONTO.
HUSBAND.
over the, worst roads in the west in
of which he was a past grand junior
KILLED.
twelve hours and seven minutes.
warden and at the time of his death
Bulck Car Wins.
grand tyler. He was elected to the
LARGE MONEY SETTLEMENT
Phoenix, Arl2: Nov. 8. The Buick ACCUSED HAS GOOD DAY DELEGATES ARE WELCOMED office of grand junior warden when FLAMES
SPREAD RAPIDLY
machine won the Los Angeles-Phoenithe New Mexico grand lodge was orrace, arriving here' at 1 o'clock this
ganized in Socorro in 1884 and each
EXHER WITNESSES MAKE FAVOR- - CANADIAN
METROPOLIS
IN LIEU OF ALIMONY PLAINTIFF afternoon.
year since had been chosen to offi INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL MADE
ciate In honored capacities. - In addiTENDS THEM FREEDOM
ABLE IMPRESSION ON
WILL RECEIVE TEN MILLION
,
WORK OF FIREMEN
SOCIETY
tion to being elected grand tyler of
GEOGRAPHICAL
OF THE CITY.
THE JURY.
DOLLARS.
HAZARDOUS.
TO DECIDE POLE ROW
tha New Mexico grand lodge, at the
annual meeting held in Albuquerque
Nov. 8. The board of
two weeks ago, Mr. Whitcomb was
RER CALMNESS FATE OF UNION
DETAILS ARE KEPT SECRET Washington,
LEADERS elected
managers of the National Geograph- RESUMES
grand sentinel In the 'grand PLANT ENTIRELY DESTROYED
ical society today appointed a comchapter, Royal Arch Masons, and
mittee to pass on the question
of the guard of the
INTERESTING FACTS whether the North
THOUGH
PALE AND HAGGARD, CONVENTION TO DECIDE FINAL grand captain
HOWEVER,
pole was discovercommander. Deceased was also DESPERATE EFFORTS ALL THAT
grand
LEARNED
CONCERNING
ARE
ALLEGED MURDERESS,
ACTION ON DECISION IN
DOCVCUTCn
CDCATCD
ed before 1909, meaning of course by
a member of Ballut Abyad temple and
THE CASE.
BEARS UP.
Dr. Cook.
CONTEMPT
CASE.
for many years took an active part
LOSS.
In Shrine affairs.
8. Mrs. John
Nov.
New
in
York,
interest
Nov.
8. Canada
Nov.
Paris,
Canada,
New York, Nov. 8. Nine persons
Toronto,
Jacob Astor was today granted an in MRS. THOMAS B. CATRON
the Mme. Steinheil murder trial con- today extended a warm welcome to
killed and a score injured in a
were
W.
GARBERSON
H.
MRS.
tinues unabated. There has been in- the representatives" of the American
terlocutory decree ot divorce by Jus
and
DIES AT SANTA FE troduced no direct evidence implicat- Federation
fire
explosion which resulted in
tice Mills of the supreme court. Al,1
of Labor, who are here to
DEAD; FRIENDS SHOCKED the destruction of the celluloid comb
the papers in the case were sealed
ing the prisoner with the crime, while attend the twenty-nintannual con
and the proceedings carefully guarded
the conflicting stories of the prosecu- vention of that (organization. The
Morrison &
Robert
factory of
(Special Dispatch.)
The decree while not one of abso- tion's witnesses and the brave fight' annual report of President Gompers
in Brooklyn, today. The flames
Son,
a
8.
Nov.After
N.
M.,
Santa
Fe,
Following almost Immediately upon
' lute divorce, is nevertheless said to
is turning the jury's is looked forward to 'with more than
so rapidly, due to the InflamMrs.
Julia Walz of the accused
the first news that she was ill, the spread
be satisfactory to both parties. Sc lingering illness,
in
The
favor.
her
recent
usual
The
decision
mable nature of the material, that it
prisoner
sympathy
eagerness.
B.
Hon.
Thomas.
of
wife
of
announcement
death
the
of
Mrs.
Catron,
far as the public records go, no ap
to congress, died looked pale and haggard today, but of the United States court of appeals, Harry W. Garberson, wife of the we., required heroic work on the part of
Catron,
she was considerably calmer. Mme. of the District of Columbia, affirming
plication for alimony was made, but at the Catron
the firemen to get the injured out of
family home in this Atanzio, wife
in lieu of such a claim, it is said
one of the Steinheil's the prison sentences against President known New York capitalist, who is the burning building and a number
of
3:30 o'clock this morning.
chief owner of the Hermit mines in
Mr. Astor iwill make a cash settle- city at
Morrison and Gallinas
of them were hurt in doing so. The
Ulness models, and Dr. Archary, the Stein Gompers, Secretary
canyon, comes as a great
ment. This matter was never men- Death followed aa lingering
heil
called
con
occurred In the basement
John
for
family
physician,
though
Mitchell,
s explosion
Garber-sonstroke
of
on
to
shock
the
friends
of
the
paralysis
tioned at the hearing before Referee brought not by
the prosecution, testified today in tempt of court in the Bucks Stove and
and the
by
of
the
employes
factory
and was
in this city. The final summons
unexpected.
favor
of
Dr.
the
accused.
has
those
to
offi
Young. It was arranged privately be
case,
upper floors and
the
Archary
brought
Range
stampeded
Mrs. Catron, who was
came at 10 o'clock yesterday mornof
The
death
declared that Mme, Steinheil told him cials within the shadow of prison
tween the legal representatives oOfr.
swiftly did the
at Hermit's lodge, .twenty miles the fire escapes. So
widely known throughout New Mex that her husband was addicted to In
and it is for the convention ing the
flames envelope the building that
and Mrs. Astor. It lb understood that ico,
walls,
a
friends
to
week's
and
followed
her
sad
will
be
up
canyon,
tidings
famous practice. Because of the man- to decide whether their cases shall be illness of acute tonsllitis.'. At the bed- many were forced to jump to save
Mrs. Astor will not receive any of who were
legion. Born in Springfield, ner In which
the bodies of Steinheil appealed to the United States supreme side when death occurred were the themselves. The bodies of those :who
her husband's real estate. The mag- Ohio, March
with
moved
28, 1857, she
Mme. Japy were
and
lost their lives were cremated.
bound, Dr. court. Mr. Gompers is now on 'a
nificent country place at Ehinebeck her
while
to Mankato, Minn.,
only Saturday
one person four months' trip abroad, investigat husband who returned
that
Archary
suggested
and the Fifth avenue town house tiave yet aparents
New York called back
was
Mankato
at
from
It
morning
girl.
tbsj
been eo closely Identified with the she became the wife of T, B. Catron, alons- could not have committed the ing conditions of foreign labor' fields from an eastern business
trip by his u. s. COURT CONVENES
io'u is expected to result fn a recmtisderaurtU' Astor family for more than a genera- a
sister of ""Mr;
young lawyer, theirmarriage being
"TOR;. SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
to
af- fwife'ireriou8inness a'
ommendation
as
of
tion that Colonel Astor desires to re- celebrated
wisdom
the
March 28, 1877.
Garberson, Mrs. Uhler of New York.
with labor organizations the
tain them for his eon, Vincent. afterwards the Catrons came toShortly
filiating
Santa SANTA FE SURGEONS
attending physician and a trained
Today the United States district
WITNESSES IN SUIT abroad, .with a view to eventually es- nurse.
Through an agreement, Vincent wilj
where they have since resided.
court for San Miguel county convened
an
International
remain ,wlth his father. Mrs. Astor, Fe,Besides her
federation,
tablishing
husband, Mrs. Catron is
Mrs. Garberson was formerly Miss at the courthouse on the west side,
however, does not desire either of survived by four sons, John W. Catron,
Dr. H. M. Smith and Dr. H. W. Goe-litAustin Capron of Chicago, Judge W. J. Mills presiding.
Mary
of
indeed
or
any
these properties,
the former a local surgeon for FORTUNES ARE SPENT
of Butte,
Thomas Catron, who
Neither the grand nor petit juries
where her father, Joseph W. Capron,
the Astor real estate here. She told is now inMont;
Fe
Santa
the Philippines, where he the
FOR NEW BALL PLAYERS Is a prominent business man. Her were empaneled today, owing to the
Railway company, and
an intimate friend recently that her is an officer in the
U. S. army; Charles the latter chief surgeon in charge of
marriage to Mr. Garberson on July panels being exhausted and special
life in the new Fifth avenue house C. Catron, of this city, and Fletcher the company hospital near this city,
New York, Nov.. 8. The National 13
last, was the culmination of a venires to complete both Juries were
who Is attending school in left Saturday for El Paso, Texas, and American leagues have purchased romantic courtship which began while at once issued, returnable at 10
it is not her intention to remain long Catron,
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Chicago. A brother at El Paso, ,two where they went to testify in a suit $363,000 worth of new talent from the
in America after ehe obtains her free- sisters in Los Angeles, and her fath- for 30,000 damages filed against Uie smaller leagues for next season. The she was sojourning at El Porvenlr
This morning arguments were made
a
father
with
and
and
her
sister,
the
will
greater part
dom. She
spend
Santa Fe railway by I. A. Tack a
American league teams have spent where she met Mr. Garberson of New before Judge Mills on the demurrer
are
also
er,
living.
of her future abroad and therefore
Mrs. Catron was a brilliant woman.
engineer running out of this city. the most.' Charles Comlskey, owner York, who had come to New Mexico filed to the Indictment in the case of
ehe does not care to maintain a large It Is said that in both his law
Tack la suing the railroad company of the Chicago White Sox, shows the to look after his mining interests. The the United States vs. George Snell, a
practice
residence here.
and in politics, she was a great aid for damages for injuries alleged to top figures with an expenditure of
was a quiet affair and was prominent ranchman of Union county,
Among the intimate friends of Mrs. to Mr. Catron. Socially she was a have been received while he was run- $55,600. Blackburn, the Providence wedding
followed by a honeymoon trip to the in which Snell is charged with com
Astor it 1b understood that in lieu of leader with few
equals and the Catron ning an engine between here and Al- shortstop, cost him $8,000. The Wash- Grand Canyon. Upon their return Mr. mitting perjury in connection with a
alimony she will receive a settlement mansion in this city was famous for buquerque. The accident
occurred ington club has spent the leapt, or and Mrs. Garberson took up their res- homestead entry.
over
be
turned
to
10,000,000,
of about $
about a year and a half ago, and is only $2,500 for new talent.
was
Mrs.
Catron
lavish
Its
There are a number of cases to
idence at Hermit's lodge, a beautiful
hospitality.
at once. Of this ehe will have the also a
mountain home built by the groom come before the United States court
widely traveled woman and well remembered by Las Vegas peouse of the income, the arrangement
WELL KNOWN BUSINESS
for his bride, and which is situated at this term and a two weeks session
only a year ago, returned from a trip ple..
being that the principal is to revert to
is said that while looking for a
It
and
which
is likely. Following the adjournment
the
near
his mining properties.
Philippines,
Japan'
MAN
AT
DIES
Alice
Ava
HOSPITAL
later to her daughter,
she had hoped to extend around the hot box on his engine, Tack iwas
Mrs. Garberson was 22 years of age of the federal court, the territorial
Muriel, now only 7 years old. This
and an attractive woman of charming district court will convene but be
but which was cut short by struck by an' obstruction alongside A hemorrhage
child, according to the agreement world,
yesterday afternoon
the track and rendered unconscious.
illness.
to
is
Mrs.
Mr.
and
claimed
reached by
John Metzler, a patient at the grace and lovable disposition. Be cause of a shortage of court funds,
Astor,
to
onto
he
will
be
held
However,
funeral
The
managed
Wednesday
hang
husband, the term will be shorter tnan usual.
Las Vegas hospital, before a doctor sides the
brought up by her mother.
the side of
there survive the father and a sister,
Mrs. Astor, although descended and will be simple. Brief services will locomotive his engine and before the could reach his bedside.
was stopped he had come
INDIANS LOSE CASE
from two old families of Philadelphia, be held at the family home by Rev.
Metzler was a well known business both residing in Chicago.
in
violent
contact
with a cattle guard
burial
with
in
The body waa brought to this city
Forchegu,
alAnthony
and
IN SUPREME COURT
man
the Williams and Bartons,
of
this
interested
in
city,
being
a fence or two. As a result of this
Relatives
the Reingruher brewery on the West and now rests at the undertaking
though the daughter of a woman Falrview cemetery. two sons fromare
was
he
C.
who
harrowing
&
of
J.
experience
Son. Upon
Johnsen
badly side. He came here last
parlors
Washington, Nov. 8. In an opinion
holding practically the same position distance, including
May from
telegraphic advices, from the father, handed down, today by Justice Holmes
of social arbiter in that city as the now on the way home, will be among injured.
N.
J.
Newark,
(Drs. Smith and Goelltz were sumlate Mrs. William Astor held here, those in attendance.
The body will likely be sent east it will be shipped tomorrow night on of the supreme court of the United
moned to El Paso to give testimony
the limited to Gault, Ontario, where States, he decides against the comwas altogether without a fortune
for
burial, where a widow, one son burial
as to the nature and extent of Tack's
will take place. Mr. Garberson plainants in the case of 13,000 Choc- when she married Colonel Astor In News has been received here that
and a brother reside.
'
and Edward Thlas will accompany the taw and Chickasaw Indians who asked
1891. The Williams had only enough N. B. Roseberry, who went to Excel Injuries.
body east and will be met at Chicago redress for being excluded from
to maintain a very simple, although Blor Springs, Mo., two weeks ago to
WORK BEGUN ON NEW
AUTOMOBILE
ten
had
PLUNGES
benefit
his
by the father and only sister. The
health,
In
Broad
gained
abode.
South
rolls of those nations when
'
picturesque
BRICK STORE BUILDING mother Is buried at Gault and this is
;
,
street. She is not extravagant, and pounds.
INTO RIVER; TWO DROWN
they were prepared by Secretary
why Interment is to be there.
Hitchcock of the Interior department.
John A. Papen, the grocer, today
8.
A
Nov.
Chicago,
rapidly moving commenced his new store
building
automobile dashed through an open
draw bridge on ' Jackson boulevard near the bridge. It will be twenty-si- x
into the Chicago river late last night feet wide and 124 ieet long, and built
The machine was believed to have had of brick and stone, under the direcof Col. E. Barber. Everything will
four to six occupants, but when the tionfirst-class
and It will be completer
machine was recovered this after be
within
days, barring accidents
thirty,
noon and no bodies found, the police
B. T. Mills will join
express the belief that only two were and bad weather.
in building the north wall, paying
f
A
drowned.
man
were
a
woman
and
in
the
severarhunters
front
dam,
just
(Special Dispatch)
hi ,.,,,u ,
the
'!'
expense.
seen
struggling in the water a moment
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 8. President President Shacklln, of Wesleyan uniSpringer, N. M., Nov. 8. A deplpr- - of them, suddenly discharged a. volley
able tragedy which marked the end at a flock of ducks. So unexpected was after the machine plunged Into the
Taft
brought his visit to Augusta to versity. President Taft is also due to
occurred the shooting, that the horses draw-fou- r river, but the bodies have not yet been LESS COTTON BALED
of a day of merry-makinattend a meeting of the Yale corpora
close
today, after officiating at the ation
THIS YEAR THAN LAST
miles west of here, at dusk last tag the rig, shied to one side and recovered.
at New Haven on November
a
Georgia-Carolinstate 15th, and
opening of the
evening, when Meliton Gomez and plunged into the lake, dragging the
he will go to Norfolk on
Miss Maria Aranda of Wagon Mound carriage and Its occupants after them, NEWELL BELFORD DIES
Washington, Nov. 8. The census fair.' Following his speech at the fair the 19th and Hampton, Va.- on, the '
AT INSANE ASYLUM bureau today issued a report showing grounds the president was driven 20th, returning to
were drowned in Springer lake::' Bar all being
precipitated into twenty
Washington on No- - .'
talio Archuleta of Las Vegas and an feet of water.
7,012,317 bales of cotton had been through the city receiving an enthus- vember 21.
;
unknown man from Dawson, who .'Their cries for help were immedl-wer- e Newell Belford, the weathy land ginned from this year's crop up to iastic ovation, which has so marked
It is not likely the president will do
In the party, were saved from ately responded to by the hunters, and stock owner of Colfax county, November 1st, as compared with
his visit to the south. Later he left any work on his message to congress
from
a watery grave by several hunters .but because of the darkness and the who was brought to
bales up to this time last year. for Florence S. C, where he will make until after the Norfolk
trip, but he
who were the Innocent cause ' of the commotion caused by the
plunging Raton Saturday, dlad there Saturday
a brief stop on his way to Wilming- haa already outlined his essential
was
rescue
fatal accident
horses,,
practically impos- evening, the day after his arrival, his PIONEER CITIZEN OF f,
ton, N. C. The president will' epend points In hla message in
speeches,
and the unknown mental trouble and old age combin r
'At the time of the accident Gome, Bible
ALBUQUERQUE DIES Tuesday at Wljmlngton and" Wednes- made during his present trip. , There,"
together with Miss Aranda and the. .man managed , to. keep .themselves ing to cause his demise. The deceased
day In Richmond, Va., reaching Wash- Is a strong likelihood, in view of many
other two men, was driving a team afloat until rescued, but Gomel and was 70 years of age and unmarried,
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov.
ington, at" the end of his 13,000 mild other matters now pressing for
.
attached to a carriage in whtnh-- all the girl were entangled In 'the
and was ordered committed to the
McKay .Whitcomb, 76 years old, Journey at 2:35j o'clock Wednesday tentioh,' that 'the financial and) cur'
riding, on the war to Wagon rlage and went to the bottom, togeth-Moun- aaylum last week by Judge Mills, his for the past thirty years a resident evening.'
rency inatters will wait until the short
They' were proceeding along er with the team.
extensive property being placed In and at one time postmaster of AlbuBut Mr. Taft will be In Washington session begins in December, 1910.
'
connarrow
a
Today a searching party rescued charge of a guardian. The body was querque, and one of the best known less than 24 hours, ha going to
roadway on top of the
There has also been talk of an extra
crete dam which forms Springer lake, the bodies of the victims, which were sent to Raton this afternoon on No. Masons in New Mexico, died at his
session in the fall of 1910, to take np
Conn., where on Tbnr--f- l
Just aa they were about midway of 'taken to Wagon Mound.
10, where burial will take place.
home in this city yesterday morning, he will witness the Installation of, these subjects.
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PASSENGER CARS
SPENDS MILLION

AND A HALF FOR

EQUIPMENT.

ORDERS PLACID

IN SPB1XG

Deliveries of Rolling Stock Now BeMade
at Chicago Include
ing
Coaches, Diners, Baggage, Chair
and
Cars Placed
In Service as Fast as They Arrive.
In order to better handle the heavy
winter passenger business the Santa
Fe railway last spring placed a large
order tor additional passenger equipment. These deliveries were scheduled for October, and the new ordered stock Is just commencing to be
delivered to the Santa Fe at Chicago.
The order calls for 146 new para of
various types. Included In the order
'
are twenty-si- x
coaches, ten smokers,
twenty-eigh- t
chair cars, three combination chair and smoking cars,
eeven coaches with negro compartments, fifty baggage cars, ten postal
cars, four diners, one
car and seven composite cars.
These cars cost the Santa Fe company in round numbers $1,500,000. The
cars range in cost from $8,000 to f
The
car, the
diners and the composite cars are the
most expensive, while the coaches,
smoking cars and baggage cars entail
the least expenditure.'
It is expected that the entire delivery will have been completed by December or January. The cars, as fast
as they are received, will be placed in
service. The cars will be used over
all the system, taking the places ot
the older cars which will be relegated
to the branch line trains, and the
branch line cars which are supplemented will in turn be consigned to
the scrap pile.
The
car, the diners and the composite cars will be
used exclusively on jthe California
Limited the Santa Fe's finest train.
The cars with the negro compart
merits will be used exclusively in Oklahoma, where the state laws demand
"Jim Crow" cars. The baggage and
postal cars, all of which have a steel
underframe, will be used, over he
entire system wherever needed, as
will also the coaches, chair cars and
combination cars.
This is the largest order for passenger equipment ever placed by the
Santa Fe and one of' the largest of
its kind in the history of American
railways.
The Santa Fe has also from time
to time placed orders for freight
equipment, many of which have been
delivered within, the past few months.
Other deliveries are coming and by
next spring this road should be in
good condition to accommodate all
demands of shippers and the travel
ing public.
12,-00-

n
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NOTES

Engine 825 passed through here en
route to the coast line from Raton.
Conductor J. Council and crew
went through here from Albuquerquu

MADE

'

BANKER
IN JAIL
LANGUISHES

WELL AND

-

Denver, Colo., Nov. 8. Because the
Grand county Jail does not afford
ample protection for the health ot
its inmates, C. H. Bowlds, charged
jwith looting the Bank of Grand county of $20,000, and at one time prom
inent in New Mexico financial circles,
By Lydia E. Pinkham's was taken from there and lodged in
The buildthe Denver county jail.
Vegetable Compound
ling at Sulphur Springs Is built ot
"
suffered
from
Bardstown, Ky.
I
ulceration and otherfemaletroublesf or logs and the cells are of steel. It
a long time. Doc- safe so far as the possibility of es
tors had failed to cane is concerned, but the calking is
help me. Lydia E. swoni away between the logs and th
Pinkham's Vegeta- draughts are plentiful.
ble Compound was
Bowlds is the tallest prisoner ever
recommended, and
confined In the Denver county jail.
I decided to try it. He
measures six feet and six inches,
It cured my trouble
and. made me well His brother, C. L. Bowlds, of Santaand strong, so that Fe N. M., said shortly after the
I can do all mvown
J work." Mrs. Jos- - failure of the bank that he would
bail so that the accused man
eph Hall, Barcls--I get
would have an opportunity of going
town. Kv.
Another Woman Cured.
among his friends and soliciting
Christiana, Tenn. " I suffered from funds with which to pay depositors,
the worst form of female trouble so but so far he has been unable to do
that at times I thought I could not
live, and my nerves were in a dreadful
condition. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-tabl- e
Compound cured me, and made MURDERER CAPTURED
me feel like a different woman, Lydia
IN SOCORRO COUNTY
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
to
worth its weight in gold
suffering
Silver City, N. M., Nov. 8. Sterlwomen." Mks. Mary Wood,R.F.D. 8.
countless
to
that
army ing Ashby, the alleged slayer of A. E.
If you belong
of women who suffer from some form SIpe, near Alma, on October 21, has
of female ills, don't hesitate to try been captured. Word to that effect
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- reached Silver City In a message from
pound, made from roots and herbs. Wes Ford, who captured Ashby, to
For thirty years this famous remedy
man "a
the murdered
has been the standard for all forms of Robert Sipe,
female ills, and has cured thousands of brother, at Alma. The message was
women who have been troubled with sent from Magdalena, where Ford
such ailments as displacements, fibroid took his man after capturing him on
tumors, ulceration, inflammation, ir- the head of Copper Creek, in western
and nervous Socorro county. Ashby is now conregularities, backache,
: r
fined In the Socorro jail. Ford is a
prostration.
brother-in-laof ARhby, but vowed he
If you want special advice write would
capture Ashby on the day of
forittoMrs.Pinkb.am,Lynn,Mas8.
the deplorable tragedy.
It is free and always helpful.

STRONG

What Would You Do?
In case of a burn or scald what
would you do to relieve the pain? Such
injuries are liable to occur In any
family and everyone should be prepared for them. Chamberlain's Salve
applied on a soft cloth will relieve the
pain almost Instantly, and unless the
injury is a very severe one, will cause
the parts to heal without leaving a
scar. For sale by all dealers.

i

w

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
It Makes

.
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To be successful a man must be
careful how he expresses himself if
he wants to get there.
Foley's Honey and
quickly, strengthens
pels colds. Get the
low package. Red
and O. G. Schaefer.

Tar cures coughs
the lungs and exgenuine in a yelCross
Drug Co.

1
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Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 8. Incorporation papers were filed Saturday In
the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa at Santa Fe by the Haciendas Pelayo y la Cadena company of
Las Cruces, Dona Ana county. The
capitalization is $2,353,625, divided in
to 470,725 shares. The Incorporators
and directors are Maurice T. Brown
of El Paso, 400 shares; Henry D. Bowman of Las Cruces, 100 shares; Joseph F. Bonham, of Las Cruces, 100
shares.
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Medicine for Children
and Grown Folks, Too.
"We could hardly do without Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs.
Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky. "I found
it to be so good for the croup and
have used it for years. I can heartily
recommend it for coughs, colds and
Good

Cough

croup in children and grown folks,
too." The above shows the Implicit
confidence that many mothers place
in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a
confidence based on many years' experience in the use of it. No one need
hesitate to use this remedy for It contains no chloroform, opium or other
narcotics and may be given to a child
as confidently as to an adult For
sale by all dealers.
'

A woman can look at a man in a
way that makes him feel like a
plugged nickel then she spoils t!
effect by saying things.

Her Heart Was Broken
because her complexion was bad and
she could find nothing to clear It up.
Ladies: a bad complexion Is caused
by an inactive liver. An inactive liv
er will be put In perfect condition by
taking Ballard's Herbine. The
liver regulator. Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

For

BUSINESS

Roswell, N. M., Nov. 8 Since the.
announcement that Will Robinson,
the versatile editor of the Roswell
Register-Tribunhas been tentatively, offered the governorship of New
Mexico, telegrams and letters from
his. friends' throughout the Pecos valley and other parts of the territory,
have been pouring in. Although Robinson says he won't take the job, his
friends are insistent that he get in
the race and take it, if it is urged
upon him. In an interview Mr. Robinson said:
"I am a newspaper man and would
rather work on a newspaper than be
president, of the United States."
"Have you been offered the- - position of governor?" was asked of Mr.
(
Robinson.
"Yes," answered Mr. Robinson, "I
have received a letter from an offi-ca- l
well up in the interior department which is virtually a tender of
the office. I can give you no" further
details at this time, but expect to
know more about it later. I can say
right now. however, that I will notv
accept the offer, for I realize that i
am incompetent to fill the position
and besides I am a newspaper man
and would rather work on a newspaper than be president of the United
I
States."
Mr. Robinson is one of the ablest
newspaper men in the southwes and
is widely known as an author, chiefly
through his southwestern
sketches,
"Impressions of a Tenderfoot," real
unorthodox sketches of human. Interest,
published In the Register-Tribun- e
and many other newspapers.
;
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$2,000,000 CORPORATION
FORMED AT LAS CRUCES

BE NEXT O0VEEK03

e,

directly on the organs affected and is at the same time a general restore
tive tonio for the whole system. It cores female complaint right in the privacy
of home. It make unnecessary the disagreeable questioning, examinations and
local treatment to universally insisted upon by doctors, and to abhorrent to
every modest woman.
We shall not partioularize here at to the symptoms of
those peculiar affections incident to women, but those
wanting full information as to their symptoms and
means of positive cure are referred to tbe People's Common Snse Medical Adviser 1008 p ges, newly revised
and
Edition, tent fri on receipt of 21 one-cestamps to cover cost of mailing .. '?; or, in cloth
binding for 31 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
AT U. S.
LAND OFFICE SLACK

.

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 8. The monthat the TJ. S. land office at
Santa Fe for October shows that there
was a very small amount of business
done in comparison with most months.
There were sixty commuted homestead proofs covering 9,895.56 acres;
5 excesses for 19.34 acres; 7 original
desert land entries for 1,000 acres; 1
mineral entry, for 20.02 acres; 87 original homestead entries for 13,053.12
acres; 34 original homestead entries
under the act of February, 19, 1909,
for 7,756.06; mineral applications 4
for 277.360 acres; 25 final homestead
entries for 3,829.74 acres.
ly report
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Kills her Foe of 20 Years
"The most merciless enemy I had
for 20 years," declares Mrs. James
Duncan, of Haynesville, Me., "was dyspepsia, I suffered intensely after eating or drinking and could scarcely
sleep. After many remedies had failed and several doctors gave me up, 1
tried Electric Bitters, which cured
me completely. Now I can eat any- A Methodist Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
thing. I am 70 years old and am overand Diarrhoea Remedy.
joyed to get my health and strength
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
back again." For Indigestion, loss of
appetite, kidney trouble, lame back. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
female complaints, it Is unequaled. On several years for diarrhoea. I consider it the best remedy I have ever tried
ly 50c at all druggists.
for that trouble. I bought, a bottle
of
a few
ago from our drugAfter acquiring all the knowledge gist,it Mr. R. days
R. Brooks. I shall ever
can
he
from books, many a man takes be glad to speak a word in its
a post graduate course by marrying when I have the opportunity." praise
Rev.
a widow.
J. D. Knapp, Pastor M. E. church.
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers.
A Hair's Breadth Escape
You can seldom see the right elde
Do you know that every time you
have a cough or cold and let It run on of a man by looking on the outside.
thinking it will just cure itself you
are inviting pneumonia, consumption
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
or some other pulmonary
trouble? any case of kidney or bladder trouble
Don't risk it. Put your lungs back in that is not beyond the reach of mediperfect health and stop that cough cine. Cures backache and irregulariwith Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Price ties that if neglected might result in
disease or diabetes. Red
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Brlght's
Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Cross Drug Co, and O, , G. 'Schaefer.
--

Agents BUTTERICK

PATTERNS

New Mexico's

11,000
Sq. Feet of

Largest, Most
Modern

Store

Ii'SsIs

Floor Space

ESTABLISHED

Mditda
S pecials

These Prices Are for Monday and Tuesday ONLY,

Corsets

Sweaters

THOMPSON'S GLOVE FITTING

WELL MADE, PERFECT FITTING

and'

all

(

"'

ROYAL WORCESTER,
two of the best Corsets made.

.

'..

WOOL GARMENTS
in white, oxford and cardinal, marked to

Choice of any Corset marked
$1,25, for

sell regularly for $3 and

x

$3.50

Choice $2.25

$1.00

Patronize Your Home Merchants
The Men who make yonr City possible. The Men
who employ the most help, pay t ho largest portion
of the taxes and take an active interest in making
your City a home-lik- e
place in which to live.
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thirty-si-

Eks

Best

It acts

Weak Women Strong,
Sick Women Well.
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One year ago last April piles
I began taking Cascareaf
for constipation. In the eonrse of a week 1 notieea
She pile began to disappear and at th end of sis
me at all. Caaearetf
they aid not trouble
wonders for me. I am entirely eured ana
(a
George brytier,

f?fZY
ft

-
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Instead of adopting a profession the.
average young man would rather have
a profession adopt, him.

,

'
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TO REACH

"Atchison to California in . thirty- five days; fare only $200 in gold." ""
This was the heading of an old
hand-bil- l,
yellow with age, which a
traveler laid upon the desk in the
Santa Fe ticket office the other day.
says the Kansas City Journal. It was
an advertisement of a line of stage
coaches that ran from Atchison, Kan
to San Francsco during the gold ex
citement of years ago.
"People seldom stop to think what
their poor ancestors had to put up
with fifty years ago," the man sail.
He was comparing the old time table
with a modern railway time table,
which told of the luxuries one couli
have by traveling over that route at
the present time no dust, no Jarrng,
and all other disagreeable features
eliminated.
The old time table was a double
sheet of paper, torn and yellow with
age. It was Issued by the Atchison
& California stage coach line In 1857
The inducements it held forth were
in strange contrast with those of the
modern railroad advertisement.' The
stage, coach line advertised that It
had recently refurnished the entire
"road" with absolutely new wagon
ettes, and it told what kind of coach js
they were, how the springs were made
and of what strength they were. It
even said that the coaches were painted in the "best manner possible." The
horses that drew the" coaches were
described, too, as incomparable.
An inducement that was held out
on the time table to prospective pas
sengers was a stop-ove- r
privilege.
"Passengers who have paid their entire fare from Atchison or other
points to their destination," the paper
said, "may register with our agents.
A stop-ove- r
privilege is then given for
any place on the road." The time of
the stopover was unlimited. The
time table provided that the passenger might resume the journey whenever there was an empty seat in the
stage coach.
"We make quicker time to Cali- forna than any other stage coach line
and at a cheaper rate,", the pamphlet
stated. It went on to say that for
$200 a person could ride all the way
from Atchison, Kan., to the gold
fields of California. "The distance is
1,913 miles, the longest distance
ever attempted by a stage coach line.
Atchison to California in thirty-fv- e
days."
A boast was made that there were
twelve telegraph stations along the
road to California, and that bating
places had been established along
the road where good meals could be
had at the nominal price of $3. Every
passenger was allowed twenty-fiv- e
pounds of baggage, consistng of
wearing apparel and other necessary
baggage. All over, that amount mu?t
be paid for at the rate of 50 cents a
pound.
It was advertised that the risk on
the return trip was very great, on
account of the amount of gold dust
and nuggets being brought back from
California. The company employei
only the bravest men fully armed,
all the time. But It declined to carry
gold dust unless paid at the rate of
$3 a pound. The
company refused
to.be held responsible for the loss of
gold dust by robbers, Indians or othe"
means.
';
The pamphlet also advertised a fast
freight line between Atchison, Kan.,
and Denver, Colo., in twenty days.
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COS'iiELL EDITOR

Nine-tentoi !1 the sickness of women it due to tome derangement or disease of the organs distinctly feminine. Such sickness can be cured is cured
every day by

CALIF 0SN1A BY STAGE

Engineer T. E. Hawksworth has re
ported for duty, after having laid ot
a couple of trips.
Engineer D. M. Williams laid off
here eick last night and deadheaded
!'
back to Raton this morning.
Conductor W. E. Eastman has
charge of Conductor Ralney's car
while the latter is absent in Texas.
Conductor J. B. Crane of the sec- end district is laying off for a few
Drips. Conductor O. A. Leach is
,
filling his place.
Engineer Arthur Lowe ' has been
granted a ten days' lay off, which he
will spend in the wilds of the moun
tains hunting big game.
Conductor J.- W. Burks and crew
brought a meat and produce train in
from Raton this morning. Conductor
Doughtily piloted it to Albuquerque.
Conductor C. H. Stevenson has re
ported for duty, after having been off
a couple of trips. He relieved Conductor M. A, Brennan, who was in
his place.
Fireman J. F. Jackson tripped over
a switch while approaching his engine
at Albuquerque last night and fell,
injuring himself badly enough to have
to lay off. Fireman D. McRay took
his place.
' During the month of October, Santa
Fe Engineer Joseph Posz of La Junta,
Colo., beat all previous records for
number of miles traveled pulling a
passenger train, and on the 15th of
this month will pull down a check for.
$314.
They say this will be the biggest check ever issued in La Junta
for the services of an, "engineer for
one month.
The fortnightly statement of the
American Railway association on the
car situation says: There has been
an increase of 56 per cent in the
shortages reported which, now total
Of this number 23,238
36,636 cars.
are box and 8,743 are gondola cars.
The surplus, however, shows a decrease of only 5,081 cars, leaving 30,-are box
896, of which about one-hacars. This surplus is principally In
the northwest, while the more severe
shortages are in the east, the middle
west and the southeast. '
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway is negotiating for the purchase of the Atlantic, Gulf & West
Indies steamshp line, a combine in
cluding four of the greatest coastwise
shipping lines. By this purchase it
plans to control the coastwise trade
and establish an entrance into New
York, and Galveston in competition
with the Southern Pacific in bidding
for the California fruit trade. According to the terms proposed for the
purchase, the Santa Fe is to take over
the $20,000,000 stock and the $40,00?.-00bonded Indebtedness of the steamship company, which was formerly
controlled by Charles W. Morse.
The case of the Llttlefield Cattle
company against the Santa Fe railway
company for $27,000 for failure to de
liver 200 stock cars at Kenna, N. M.,.
in the fall of 1907, ended at Hereford, Texas, by plaintiffs receiving
judgment from the jury for $11,215.55.
Millionaire J.. P. White Is manager of
the cattle company and his attorneys
were K. K. Scott and W. A. Dunn of
Roswell. White was also represented
by Attorney J. A. Templeton of Fort
Worth. The Santa Fe was represented by Madden and Truelove of Ama-rilland Carl Glllafd of Hereford.
The case was fought bitterly for five
days and the verdict is against the following roads of the Santa Fe system: Eastern Railway of New Mexico; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
Pecos Valley & Northeastern, and the
Pecos River railroad, and Southern
Kansas railroad.
,
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Fads for Weak Women

THE RAILROAD WORLD

SANTA FE RAllfAY

THIS COMPANY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER
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We positively guarantee our prices to be as low, or lower, as those of any
house in the
country on the same grade of merchandise. We save you at least, the expressage, show you THJB GOODS
before you buy and in cases of dissatisfaction we are here, ready and willing to satisfactorily adjust the

matter.

mail-orde-
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CANDY CATHARTIC

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL HATS
In a large variety of colors and shapes, made from a good quality of Felt, these two days at
ONE-THIF-

Potent, Taste Good. Do Oooa,
.Pleasant, Palatable,
Fever
Sicken, Weaken or Oripe. 10c, 26c, Wc. Never
old In balk. The genuine tablet stamped COO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 5qJ

MXUAL SALE, TEN MiLUON BOXES

$1.00 Hats, for
1.25 Hats, for

.....67c
83c

OFF

D

$1.50

Hats,
2.00 Hats,

0

for-...-

..

1.33

$2.50 Hats, for
3.00 Hats, for- -

$1.67
.

2.00

LA 3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

STO'.IACIl

IMPROVING

GISTRESS

'

JOUTOEST
GOVERNMENT

HAS
EXPENDED
MUCH MONEY IN NEW
MEXICO.

ISSUES

SIIURY

REPORT

A Total of $68,923.84 Spent on Work
of
Permanent
Character Rang-- .

era' Cabins, Telephone Lines, Drift
Fences, Trails and Roads Built
tn "This Way all Parts of Reserves
Are Made Easily Accessible.
'

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 8. District Forester A. C. Ringland has Just

stomTake your sour,
ach or maybe you call it indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or catarrh
of stomach;
it doesn't matter
take your stomach trouble right with
you to your pharmacist and ask him
case of Pape's
to open a
and let you eat one
trlangule and see if within five minutes there is left any trace of your
former misery.
The correct name for your trouble
is food fermentation food souring;
the digestive organs become weak,
there is lack of gastric Juice; your
food is only half digested,, and you
become affected with loss of appetite, pressure and fullness after eating, vomiting, nausea, heartburn,
griping in bowels, tenderness In the
pit of stomach, bad taste In mouth,
constipation, pain in limbs, sleeplessness, belching of gas, biliousness or
many other similar symptoms.
If your appetite is fickle, and noth:
ing tempts you, or you belch gas or It
you feel bloated after eating, or your
food lies like a lump of lead on yqur
stomach, you can make up your mind
that at the bottom of all this there is
but one cause fermentation of undi' '
gested food. 4
Prove to yourself In five minutes
that your stomach Is as good as
any; that there is nothing really
wrong. Stop this fermentation and begin eating what you want without
fear of discomfort and misery.
Almost instant relief is waiting for
you. It is merely a matter of how
soon you take a little piapepsln.
50-ce-

issued a summary report of perma
nent improvement work on the national forests in district No. 3 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1909.
It will be a source of surprise to
many who do not understand the
work of the forest service to leaiu o
the permanent Improvement work
which has been carried on in the
national forests. On the forests if
Arkansas, Arizona ard New Mexico
the service spent during the last
fiscal year $68,923.84 for permanent
The primary object
Improvements.
of expending money in this way is
to make- the forests more accessible
to the public. Consequently a very
large percentage of this money was
spent in the construction and repair
of roads and trails and many miles of
telephone lines were also constructed, of the forest service that more range
The report shows that a large per be developed hy increasing the water
centage of the money was .expended supply.
Another way in which the service
in the construction and repair of 253
with
miles of trails, thirty-tw- o
miles of helps stockmen is to
of drift
wagon road and 206 miles of tele- - them in the construction
fences. When these fences are ad
phone lines.
Uncle Sam is furnishing rangers, vantageously situated' it means conas rapidly as funds will permit, with siderable aid to the stockman in
neat little houses which are gener handling his stock. As a general rule,
ally located in an advantageous place when a proposition of this kind arises
on the district of the forest which and it is found by the forest officers
that the construction of a drift fence
they patrol, and barns,
pasture fences and corrals are built, will not Interfere with the handling
For the most part, the houses con- of any man's stock, the forest service
sist either of three or four rooms and will furnish the material for the con.
are furnished with stoves, tables and struction of the fence, while the inter
chairs. In quite a number of cases ested stockmen furnish the labor in
typewriters are also being furnished the actual construction of the. fence.
The Roosevelt dam on the Salt
the rangers because of the increased
amount of correspondence which they River valley, which the reclamation
have with their supervisors and the service has almost completed, has
public. Everything possible Is dot made it necessary for the supervisor
to make the rangers comfortable, for of the Tonto national forest to secure
it has been found that a man who a launch. The supervisor's office at
continually lives in the open must Roosevelt, Ariz., is situated on the
have, a comfortable house in order to south side of the lake formed by the
accomplish good work. In a number Aem, with the other government build
of cases very attractive log houses ings of the reclamation service. The
have been built and many of the greater part of the forest lies north
rangers show considerable ingenuity of the canyon anck it is necessary to
in making these houses very attrac- cross the lake in order to reach it
When completed the dam will form
tive, both on the exterior and interior.
To effect an efficient administra- a lake twenty-fou- r
mile in length,
tion of the forest it has been found with one arm formed by Salt River
that quick communication is an ab- and another by Tonto Creok. The
solute necessity. This is especially launch enables forest officers to reach
true in regard to the fire question. If objective points much more rea.lily
a ranger can immediately telephone than is possible by horse or wagon
for help when he discovers a fire over the rough slopes of the canyon.
rather ' than ride all day to procure A large scow towed by the launch is
this help, it surely means that the used for. transporting horses and supexpense involved in constructing tele- plies. Formerly the roads and trails
phone lines is absolutely necessary. followed the canyons, but the new
The telephone lines constructed by lake has now cut off these routes of
the service are also a great help to travel.
ranchers, as can be easily appreciated
When one realizes the large area of
whea one realizes
that there are rational forest lands comprised withmany ranches located considerable in district 8, about 30,000,000 acrjrf,
distances from settlements. The for- and can also realize that many of the
est service is gradually working forests are in a virgin state, it is postoward effecting a complete . system sible to appreciate the need of these
of telephone lines on the national for- permanent improvements which are
ests. Where forests are contiguous planned to make all parts of the fortelephone lines on each forest are con- ests accessible.
nected and thus supervisors are enabled to readily accomplish any business which may affect both forests. What Shall We Have For Dessert?
As a general rule, the lines are built
Try JELL-O- , the dainty, appetizing,
from one ranger station to another. economical dessert. Can be prepared
Eventually it is hoped to have each instantly simply add boiling water
ranger located on the "forest in direct and serve when cool. Flavored just
communication with his supervisor.
The stockmen residing within the right; sweetened just right; perfect
boundaries of national forestj are re- in every way. A 10c package makes
ceiving considerable help from tne enough dessert for a large family,
service through the develop aienc of All grocers sell It. Don't accept subwatering places. In district 3 dur- stitutes. JELL-complies with all
watering Pure Food Laws. 7 flavors: Lemon,
ing, the past year fifty-fou- r
places were improved or developed to Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Choc
such an extent as to furnish more olate,
Cherry, Peach.
water than formerly. For the most
part this class of work is done lu
When some people cast their bread
with stockmen. It is to
their interest that their cattfo should on the water they expect it to come
not have to go long distances for back to them in the form of a ham
water, and it is also to the Interest! sandwich.
,

DRIVES OUT
RHEUMATISM
When the blood becomes overcharged with uric acid it continually
grows weaker, more acrid, and poorer in nourishing qualities.
The nerves,
muscles and joints. Instead of receiving their necessary nutriment from the
circulation are gradually filled with the sharp uratic impurity with which
the circulation is loaded, and the pains and aches of Rheumatism are the
natural result. No amount of rubbing, 'or the application of external medicines can have any direct and curative effect on the blood ; the most to be
expected from such treatment is temporary relief from the pains and aches.
There is but one way to cure Rheumatism, and that is to cleanse the blood
of the urio acid impurity. S. S.S. is the proper treatment, because it goes
down and attacks the disease at its head, and by filtering out every particle
f the uratic matter and strengthening and enriching the blood, cures
Rheumatism in every form. S. S. S. changes the sour,
blood
to a richr.healthy stream, which quiets the pain-racknerves, muscles and
joints, cools the feverish flesh, gently removes the cause and drives Rheumatism from the system. S. B. 8. reaches Inherited cases as well as those
which have been acquired, and good results are always experienced from
its use. "Special book on Rheumatism containing many valuable suggestions for rheumatic sufferers and any medial advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
acid-burden-
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RECOGNIZES

STOCilEN
AND

BUREAU
GOVERNMENT
LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATIONS
M

Dla-peps-

GET

TOGETHER.

VAIUE
Cattleman and Sheepman
Opportunity to Work Out Their
Own Destiny Helps Uncle Sam to
Meet Complications Which Arise
Promotes Harmony all Around.

Affords

Washington, Nov. 8 During the
past year seventeen associations of
western stockmen have applied to the
Forest Service for the recognition of
their Advisory Boards, swelling the
thus
total number of associations
The recognirecognized to forty-six- .
tion accorded entitles
to receive notice of proposed action,
and an opportunity to be heard hy the
local forest officer in reference to
increase or decrease in the number
of stock to be allowed the following
season, the division of the range between different classes of stock and
their owners, or the adoption of special rules to meet local conditions, and
in every case the recommendations of
the Advisory Boards are followed as
and
far as the rights of
the other interests involved, will allow...
This cooperation is of value both
to the stockman interested and to the
government. The stockmin is afforded an opportunity to work out his
own destiny; the government has the
benefit of his training and experience
in meeting the complicated situations
which arise in connection with Its administration of the National Forest
land. By this means the division of
the range between cattle and sheep
is conducted amicably, bringing about
an absence of ill feeling and bitter
to
ness. The necessary reductions
provide for new owners or prevent
damage to the range are distributed
to the best advantage and in the way
which will cause the least inconveni
ence or loss to the ones affected. Seasons are established which will secure
a maximum of use of the range with
a minimum of damage, and question
ed fees are promptly adjusted, while
conflicting claims to ranges and re
sultant disputes are settled within the
association more often than by appeals to the government officers,
Wherever an association is organized
,
local administration follows.
It is the policy of the Forest service
to make every National Forest as aeli
administrative as conditions will per
mit and it hai( welcomed the hearty
of the stockmen. Formal
recognition will be granted an as;
sociation whenever its , membership
constitutes a majority of the users
of the Forest or division for which it
seeks recognition, and every facility
will be afforded tht members to main
tain the organization as a
unit of the national administra
tion.
'
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FOR AGED PEOPLE

FOREST SERVICE

IS ENDED FOREVER

FORESTS OF

MONDAY,

OLD FOLKS SHOULD BE CAREFUL
IN
SELECTION OF
REGULATIVE

theIr

Virginia
BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)
With advanced age comes inactr
ive bowel movement and sluggish
liver. Nature is unable to, perform
her proper functions and requires
assistance. Otherwise, there is con.
stant suffering from constipation and
its attendant evls. Old folks should
never use physic that Is harsh and
irritating.
We have a safe, dependable and
ideal remedy that is
altogether
particularly adapted to the requirements of aged people and persons of
weak constitution who suffer from
constipation or other bowel disorder.
We are so certain that It will completely relieve these complaints and
give absolute satisfaction In every
particular that we offer them with
our personal guarantee that they
shall cost the user nothing if they
fail to substantiate our claims." This
remedy is called Rexall Orderlies.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten Ilk,
candy. They have a soothing, healing
strengthening, tonic, and regulative
action upon the dry mucous lining
and the relaxed muscular coat of
the bowel. They produce a natural,
successive contraction and relaxation
of the muscular fibres of the bowel
motion
walls, generating a wave-likwhich forces their contents onward
naand outward; thus stimulating
ture In perfect bowel movement. They
tone up and strengthen the nerves
and muscles and restore the bowels
to mere vigorous and healthy activity. They may be taken at any time
without inconvenience; do not caus&
any griping, nausea, diarrhoea, excessive looseness, flatulence or .other
disagreeable effect. Try .Rexall Orderlies on our guarantee: 36 tablets 25c,
and 12 tablets 10 cents. Remember
you can obtain Rexall Remedies in
East Las Vegas only at our store,-ThRexall Store. E. G. Murphy.

anis

J

Bacon

Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS
If your grocer
does not

keep them
he will
order them
for you

CHARLES ILFELD
COMPANY

e

tislng the land it was stopped.
The rascality of Ross will leave the
gullible purchasers of land with ab
solutely nothing. No Las Cruces
people were caught Pathetic letters
have been coming in here and at
Mesilla Park in the last few days,
showing that Ross operated mostly
among poor people who could 111 af
ford the loss, such as servants in and
around Chicago. Ross had few deal
ings with Las Cruces people and ap
peared, reticent here regarding his
plans.
Forced Into Exile
Wm. Upchurch of Glenn Oak, Okla.,
was an exile from home. Mountain air,
he thought, would cure a frightful
g
cough that had defied all
remedies for two years. , After . six
months he returned, death dogging his
steps., "Then I began to use Dr. King's
New Discovery," he writes, "and af
ter taking slxvbottles I am as well as
ever." It saves thousands yearly
from desperate lung diseases. Infal
lible for coughs and colds, it dispels
hoarseness and sore . throat. Cures
grip, bronchitis, hemorrhages, asthma,
croup, whooping cough. 60c and $1.00,
trial bottle free, guaranteed by all
druggists.

Wholesalers
of
l
en

Jwler'o In radices

Oeriesjt-ei-

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty,
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

mnd CO

UEMJLV

GRQy

"

(Incorporated)
WHOLESALE

HEnO HANTS

and Dealer In

,

WOOL, HIDES

-

and

PELTS

Home mi
East Lam Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoom, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
N

BAIN WAGONS,

the Best Farm Wagon made

RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vahlolaa
NAVAJO BLANKETS

.

lung-rackin-

What has become of the
who would
rather stay
s boy
uome ana worK man go to scnooi?

A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
Tayior, or NeDo, Ky., who writes that,
Buck-len'- s
LasVCruces, N. M., Nov. 8. Advices when all thought he would die.
Arnica
Salve
whollv
cured
htm
have just been received in Las Cruces Infallible for burns,
scalds, cuts, mrm
of the suicide, by shooting, in New rwounds, bruises.
Cures fever sores.
York City, of A. Ross of Chicago, boils, skin eruptions, chilblains, chap- at
promotor of the Brazlto townsite Oed hands. Soon rnnta nllaa 9
boom, nine miles south of here, which, all druggists.
with the death of the promoter, has
If we could all profit by the mis
fallen through with a crash, which
leaves many confiding investors pen takes of others, lots of men would
niless. The death of Ross, by his never marrv.
own hand, is the final tragedy which
Sick Headache
marks the end of one of the most
remarkable flyers in real estate ever This distressing disease rARnlta frnm
a disordered condition pf the stomach,
attempted in this section.
Some months ago Ross seenred and can be cured hv tnMmr rhumimr.
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
from the owners, F. M. Gallagher and a
iree sample at all dealers, and try It
Charles A. Edwards, the latter president of the Santa Barbara, Cal., NaYou can always tell when a resort
tional bank, and the former a well is considered
It is always
known capitalist of the same o,ity, an run or invalids.heathy.
option on a tract of land, part of the
original Brazlto grant, nine miles
south of Las Cruces, the option to expire October first. Ross at once proceeded to promote the townsite in a
gilt edged fashion, engaged a corps
of stenographers a,nd made arrangements with William Moeller, a real
estate dealer of El Paso, Texas, to
sell lots in E Paso and vicinity,
while Ross did the same in Chicago,
With flaming literature setting forth
that Brazlto was to have at once' a
large free natatorium, national bank
and numerous other enterprises, many
victims were hooked. Ross sold In
clubs on the Instalment plan, agree
ing to deliver deeds after October 1.
Three times he advertised a grand
opening of the town and the delivery
of the deeds and three times he explained id the papers that owing to
Sure to Give Satisfaction
the railroad's
delay In delivering
CIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
building material, the opening would It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects tha
be postponed. A short time ago diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
Ross left ostensibly for Portland, Me., and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
and nothing further was heard . of Restores the Senses of Taste and SmelL
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
him until a dispatch
announced Applied
into the naetrils and absorbed.
hs suicide. Mr.. Gallagher's represen Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
tative says that Ross fell down on his mail. Uaqnid Cream Balm for use in
payments by October 1. and that as atomizers, 75 cents.
soon ns it was learned he was adver- - ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warrsn St.. Nw York

BARES LAND SWINDLE

CATARRIH

Retail Prices:
j.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
to a,ooo lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,
50c per 100 lbs.

1,000 lbs.,

;

AQUA

PjLIRA

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Veea
famous. Office: 701 Douelas avenue.
v

Browne &
WHOLESALE GROCERS

'
Seadi and Saadara
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
'
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
,
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
Headquarters in the Territory for

Pig, Agricultural
FULL

LINE

OF EIEXICAN

mplemehts
AIIILE S01P

,

Barera But

-

HotMng

Elvs Cream Balm Pabot'o
Draught
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a much larger tract, from which
raise practically the same
(Dpttc heclasscould
ttthj
and amount of
When
ESTABLISHES
cure

(Iftr

EGAS DAILY OPTIC,

IRRESPONSIBLE PARTIES
CIRCULATE

WILD

RUMORS

product.
ever the price of the western land
There was considerable excitement
gets to be proportionately as high as caused this morning by numerous
PUBLISHED BY '
In
that
the east the westward flow rumors to the effect that several
The Optic Publishing Company will stop. When that time comes the school
children had succumbed yes
ifco
inoobfobated
opportunity for buying to advantage terday and last night from the effects
will have passed.
of scarlet fever. Investigation devel
nver "sett for any less oped that but one child had died, and
M. M. PADGETT, .
.EDITOR Jjind) Irtlt,
than It 1st Bellini for now.' and con- - that-tite- r
existe nt he, present time
atantlj until the highest safe price in East' Las Vegas but three cases of
has been reached ,it will increase in this
contagious disease, none of
value. And farm lands in the United which are considered alarming.
States within a very few years will City Health Officer Gordon, was in
Entered at the Postotfice at East be one of the investments as sure as
terviewed by an Optic reporter this
Lag Vegas, N. M., as seond-clas- s
government bonds, we have passed (morning and is authority for the
matter.
tne period or fluctuations in farm 'above statement of facts. According
lands. In the future there will be a to Dr. Gordon, the is no, cause for
more businesslike estimate put on'aiarm. He especially deplores"" the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
lands, and the possible yield with the circulation of untruthful rumors by
DaHy.
of near market
and irresponsible parties.
Fer Year by Carrier.......... ,'.$7.00 advantages
schools, will make a practically uni- - '
s long as the disease, is held In
Per Month by Carrier
j . . . .65 form price for agricultural land
all check, as is at present the case.there
rer. week by Carrier...
.20 over the country.
While it is star8eeB18 to be little jieed for closing
for the average man to the public schools, in his opinion,
enough
cheap
.
Weekly
buy a small tract, it is a
However, those parents who are
une year
12.00
policy which permits the opportunity nervous about their children are
Six Months
LOO
i
to paas.
privileged to take them out of school
Great tracts ot land held either by ana keep them home. :
;
,;
BUY LAND NOW.
;
individuals or by companies are not
r
a betterment but a detriment. They
MISS RUTH WINTERS
The exhibit of products of western mean either that the lands will be
WINS SHOW TICKETS
and southwestern land3 which the farmed by renters or day laborers,
one ot the surest methods, as proved
Chicago Tribune will conduct Novem
Out of the one hundred and fifty
the world's history, to bring tfbout
by
contestants for the two tickets to be
ber 20 to December 4, In the Coliseum,
n
In the Windy City, will be a unique try, or that the lands will be with- - elven by The Optic for "The
to
at
the
is
which
appear
and Interesting one. The scheme Is
from production and remain idle master,"
tomorrow
The vast Duncan Pera
merely a great agricultural exhibit of in great country estates.
all those sections in which the lands landed estates of England, have given mg.JMiss Ruth Winters carried off
remain cheap for the simple reason of rise to the desire among Americans the honra- - hav'nS " all,1'04
Wall
for great land holdings, even while derived from the title
eparse population.
The
Street
Ringmaster
drama,
trouNew Mexico has been asked to England is wrestling with the
Mlsa Winters had a total of 1,037
participate in the exhibit, and un bles arising from these large possess-- '
rd3. ut 33 ot the words were found
to
a
in
as
rich
Ions.
will
harvest
it
Trite
say
may appear
reap
doubtedly
not
o conform with the requirements
food
the money which will come into the so, the land is the only
supply,
lne
territory for Investment in agricul but this fact seems to be forgotten In 01 Juan
Sllva was a close second to
tural lands. It will bring in more peo the contemplation of the land question
while Mrs. Geo., S,
Miss
Winters,
1n
Onlfltiv
in
manv
TTnHprf
f?tatfis
th
more
people and
ple and more money;
of the con- the purchase of farm lands mean an sections of the East the buying up of Allee was third. Many
in the
use
not
the
letters
did
testants
Increasing value of the lands and a arge acreages has gone on,, and on
con- or
the
- word "The" to advantage
of
and
these
betterment. many
acreages crop producgeneral development
closer
lesi
migni.adve
But these are two things which the tlpn has ceased. The owner being
New Mexican should not forget in this financially able to own a large tract lnan 11 "a8,
matter. One of them is that he should of land and keep it idle, does so. ap- - Mlss Winters will kindly call at
not watch the lands sold and resold ing the fashion of the English gentry. the business office of The Optic
comes the morrow morning and reeclvj an order
the land
he himself fails to acquire a few Since from
of
means
should
the
he
is
the
and
that
other
nation, it is a 00 e box office of the Duncan opera
acres,
feeding
bouse for the tickets she has so
strongly discourage anything which menace to a nation when productive
to tie up large tracts of land lands are withdrawn from their norm- - servedly won.
al function of producing food stuffs.
in individual ownership.
There has been a tremendous west- What has happened in the east will' HON. JAMES S. DUNCAN
REACHES 57TH MILESTONE
ward movement for farm lands dur- surely happen in the west in time unto
it.
in
and
action
be
ten
less
the
there
many
prevent
years,
past
ing
But one of the best and most pro- - Hon. Jas. S. Duncan was the unex-Instances the prices have gone to
e
about the limit, at which profit from fitable means of prevention is that pected host at a most agreeable
be more interest in the matter prise party given him last evening at
the money invested may be realized.
That will be the inevitable result with of owning land in smal tracts. As his palatial home on Fourth street,
all lands In the United States. The ah assured income bearer there is in observance of the 57th anniversary
western movement has been brought nothing better than land New Mexico of his birth.
The surprise was in the form of a
about because the farmer further east lands particularly. Every man who
could dispose ot his farm lands and can manage it should own a tract of family gathering, only members of
the Immediate Duncan family being
with the money come west ana se- land even if it be but a few acres.
,
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present. The evening was most
and
spent in merry-makinmany delightful ' musical numbers
were offered.
On arriving at his 57th milestone,
Mr. Duncan is still found to be one
of. the most active citizens of Las
Vgas and the territory and - will
probably be in the front rank for
many years to come. Mr. Duncan, has
been a resident"!: New - Mexicas upwards of thireanK And haa helped
materially to inak.aasyegaB what
it is today.
were served
Llght refreshments
during the" evening in a most charming manner by Mrs. Duncan. Those
present beside the host and Mrs. Dun- acn, Sr., were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Low0, Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott Duncan,
Jr., " Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith,
Lowe,
Mrs. Louise Smith, Edythe
Beulah Lowe and little Dorothy Smith.
g

ENDS LIFE OF SHAME
BY TAKING

Correct IVatcli Repairiiig
1

'

The repairing of Watches is our specialty.
We are ' giyitfg this,' department our most '
aiful attentW'i; Bring your time piece to
us to be repaired and be thereby assured of
satisfaction."' 'All workguaranteed.
'

R. "J. Taupert,

Manufacturing, Jeweler and Optician
606 Douglas Ave.

;y

POISON

"

A. T.

tlASKETREFORTS.

erns; market strong, 5 to 10c higher.
Native steers, $4.75 9. 00; southern
steers, $3.404.75; southern cows,'
$2.604.00; native cows and heifers,
$2.255.75; stackers and feeders,
$3.005.20; bulls, $2.754.00; calves,
$3.506.BO;, western steers, $3.80
5.75; western cows, $2.754.50.
Hogs Receipts, 1,000; market 5c
higher. Bulk of sales, $7.607.85;
heavy, $7.807.90; packers and butchers, $7.707.85: light, $7.407.75;
pigs, $6.507.25.
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; market 10c
higher. Muttons, $4.005.00; lambs,
$6.007.25; ran?re wethers and yearlings, $4.005.50; range ewes, $3.009
'

Wv1 Mai.
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov. 8. Ester et steady. Territory and western
Garcia, a Spanish woman of the un- medium, 2429; fine mediums, 23
der world, during a drunken, brawl 26; fine, 1420.
committed suicide here
yesterday
New York; Nov. 8. Copper firm.
morning at one o'clock by taking car
bolic acid. The girl, while rather young Shot standard, $12.60 13.00; Decemand quite comely, was a notorious ber, $12.7513.05; iead quiet, $4.37 2
4.211-2- ;
silver. 50
character and had been a puzzling
town
officials
to
problem for the
Chicago, Nov. 8. Wheat Decemsolve. The city council recently pass
May, $1,021-4- .
ed an ordinance prohibiting houses of ber, $1,021-2- ;
57
May, 593-4c- .
All the women conducting
;
Pork
. January,
$20.47
May,
resorts closed up and' left for other
$19,871-2- .
Lard January,
$11.75;
woman
to
refused
Garcia
The
places.
Ribs
January,
leave on the grounds that Las Cruces May, $11.27
was her home and her mother resid $10.35; May, $10.27
ed here.
New York, Nov. 8. Call money
5 per cent
3
firm,
WASHINGTON CITY OFFERS
Prime mercantile paper, 5l-- per
$125,000 FOR BIG FIGHT cent.
...
Mexican dollars, 43c.
New York, Nov. 8. A telegram from
Amalgamated, 89; Atchison, 1191-2- ;
P. S. Williams of Belllngham, Wash., New
Southern
York Central, 132
Jeffries-Johnsooffers a $125,000 for the
2017-8- ;
1291-2- ;
Union
Pacific,
Pacific,
fight if it be given in his Steel, 90
127..
,
preferred,
town. Sam Berger, manager for JefWilnot
know
fries, says he does
Chicago, Nov. 8. Cattle Receipts,
liams, but his bid will have an equal
market 10c higher. Beeves,
chance with others, If he deposits 23,000;
Texas steers, $3.854.90;
$4.009.20;
official
the
proposal. western
$5,000, with
steers,
$4.257.50; stockers
With three offers from California procows and
and
'
feeders,
$3.005.15;
moters, a bid from Washington and
$2.105.80; calves, $6.25
one from Oklahoma, it is considered heifers,
'
8.50.
.
certain that a record purse will get
market
28,000
Receipts,
Hogs
the big fight Nevada has not yet
Light, $7.457.95; mixed,
been heard from and other Interests strong.
$7.508.12
are figuring on the event, and a num- $7.458.10; heavy,
$7.507.70; heavy, $7.70
ber of surprises are expected when rough,
8.121-2- ;
bulk of sales, $7.858.00.
the bids are opened on December 1.
30,000; market
Sheep Receipts,
strong to 10c higher. Native, $2.60
Adam was a lucky man not to have 4.90; western, $2.855.00; yearlings,
to try to make his wife's sewing
$4.706.05; lambs, native, $4.507.50;
machine 'run.
western, $4.757.35.
Br
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POSTAL TELEGRAPH CO.,
STRINGING

NEW

WIRE

4

2

n

j

A girl's wits are proved by all she
can do without them.

A gang of Postal telegraph linemen
has started towards Gallup stringing
a heavy copper wire 'which will
eventualy reach from Albuquerque
to San Francisco. The wire from Chi
cago and Albuquerque was completed
some time ago and when the west
connection is completed to San Francisco the two ends will be connected
at Albuquerque, making one more overland circuit across the continent.
The increased business of the Postal,
company has made the new wire a
necessity and it will be put in operation as soon as possible.

A Card
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure
your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
heals the lungs and prevents serious
results from a cold, prevents pneu
monia and constipation, contains no
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
Red
Kansas City, Nov. 8. Cattle Re- nackaee. Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer.
- Cross Drug Co.
and
south1,000
ceipts, 16,000, Including
.
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Display ofThe'IJew: Fall. SAoes

;;;

"''

'

yCwK
t&sQ

SHOIS FOR WOMEN

Boys' Shoes

FOR MISSES & CHILDREN

Military or Cuban heels, genuine finer or goodyear
welt soles. Best leather obtainable, A. B. C. D. &

great pride in this line, because we know
that there isn't a better Shoe made for the same
money. They are' made on foot form lasts and will
not deform the feet. All leathers, tan and black,
Viui, Patent Colt, Calf Skin, all sizes, lace or
button, 1.25 to $3.00 pair.

Cushion sole Shoe, lace, Bluoher, flexible sole,
easy and comfortable, $4.00
Dutch Dull CM skin, plain toe; a splendid
every day shoe, $4.00
Dolores Kid, plain toe, blucher, turned
sole; a good everyday shoe, $3.50
'
Mary Patent Colt, plain toe, blucher, turned,
a fine dressy shoe, $3.50
Webster Patent Colt, goodyear welt, blucher
plain toe, $3.50
43.50
Dulloch Dull kid, button elt, ...
12.75
Fatty Kid button, low heel, large ankle,
V. P Rand Grav and black suede, button
military heel; nice fancy toe, $5.00
.

We feature a
Ox-blo-

,

sizes

11

Patent Colt, button, Misses Shoe, with
top, extension soles, very stylish,

to 2, 2 to 6 ;

...

2.50, 3.5Q and. $3.50

,

Florsheim Shoes,
n

:

If you have given up in despair of ever finding a

We take

EEwidtlw.

'i

.

for Women. The
Ziegler Brothers, E. P. Reid & Co.'Si Krippendorf Dittman brands
Ferris and Wood Shoe for Misses and Children. The American ' Boy Webster and Red
School House Shoes for the Boy. The famous Florsheim Shoe for Men. Shoes made
especially for us for infants.
That's why the people who buy their shoes here the first time come back for more of the
same kind.- If you are one them, you'll understand.
If not, try our shoes and that will be all the proof you need that this is the place to buy
footwear.
reliable
'
Our Autumn stocks are ready with a complete line of good shoes, for Men, Women, rand,
Children and Infants.

Ferris Shoes

E. P. Reed & Co.' a

'

FOR MEN

.

'

Shoe that will wear that Boy of yours just a reason- '
r
able lenght of time, try an "American Boy" has the

Fit is absolutely essential to satisfactory footwear,
primarily for comfort and necessary to service. Every
,vi ji ..;..,,
reputation of giving UNUSUALLY longser vice, made Prj0RSHEIM shoe is made on lasts that no matter
of Calf Skin, with good heavy oak soles. '
what their shape, allow the foot to rest naturally
without the cramping or huddling of the toes so
prevalent In the ordinary shoe giving the proper
,V We show some very good Shoes in our Holland,
amount of ball room, supporting the instep and holdBed School House, and Webster lines, in Calf skins,
ing the heel and ankle In a firm yet gentle grasp that
Patent Colts. We guarantee our
Velours,
insures your comfort. '
Of what benefit are Style and Fit without Service?
shoes drill give satisfaction. Price ..from 1.50 to $3.50
No two of these qualities are complete without the f
,
other". Every FLORSHEIM
shoe has the name
woven' in the strap and stamped on the sole; an
absolute "gurrantee" that the' shoe is all leatherHhe'
Vioi-kl-

Misses' Patent Colt, gray silk top,
sizes 8 to 11, 11 to 2, prices 2.25 and $2.75

Dittman A Co.'s
Krippendorf
SHOES FOR WOMEN
Vi;j;

'
j
Minnie B Patent Colt, button welt, fancy toe, $3.50
.4.00
Belen Patent Colt, button straight last,
WkOO
Ida Vice Kid, button welt, JjLZXJ' .fl-.t8.00
Peters Bunion last, bluoher, low heel,
3.50
Taft Kid, blucher, welt, fancy toe,
2.50 & 2.75
Mora Kid, blucher, welt, turn,
4.50
Berlin Kid, straight last, lace, high arch, .
Alfred D ili Kid, button, welt, gray suede top, 4.50

Vlf

Assortments and Fair Prices

1

well-know-

'.

::;

Choice Showings of Men's, Women's Misses' and Infants' Shoes in Fine

There is nothing which requires more care in buying than shoes because only an expert
can tell the difference between the really good and the one which only LOOKS IT.
It's a far cry from the raw skins to the finished footwear many intermediate processes,,
differmany chances for clever deception which may be skilfully covered over, but which means a
ence of good dollars to YOU in the matter of wear and service.
,
You can only be sure of shoe merit by the name on the shoe, and the name on the door
'
v
where you buy it.
n
branded
our
shoes,
to
So far as possible we try
patrons by handling only
protect
or those especially made for us as
,

f

.

P
l

,

fk, 1.11,

E.LasVegas.
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I

hni

Itfl
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it is possible to purchase and the work
manship is of the highest quality that it is possible to
very best
seoure.

$4.00

and

$5.00

same as In Chicago.

I
I
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from his sawmill at Roclada.
Pablo A. Sena, a business man of
f
methods daring the
Rowe, is a visitor to town today.
W. K. Leonard is In the city today
many years of our
from his sawmill at Mineral Hill.
have
:
proven
dealings
' XI n TfotnVon onri wlfft KnpTlt last
the wisdom1 of trad-- , .mw night at the Casltaneda from' Watrous.
1
Andy- Stortz' arrived in' tcwn .yes
ing with osi While r
fron his ranch in Mora county.
busi-i
terday
for
a
working
E. ,H. Salazar returned this after
been
have
ness 'we
noon1 from a business trip to Santa
'e.
working for a repu-- i
Attorney A. C. Voorhes, of Raton,
tation; we have gainis In the city on business before the
v
will
be
and
it
ed it
United States court.
i upheld. Every deal
Frank P. Jones was In the city to- satisfacis
with us a
day from Des Moines, N. M looking
after business matters.
deal
we guatory
Dr. E. L. Hammond and wife left
rantee that.
this morning in the doctor's auto for
a three days' trip to La Cueva. 4
J. Lemston is registered at the La
DRUG CO.
Pension from Vaughn. N. M., and'
George A. Smith from Armistad. ,('
Telephone Main 3 ,
t
G. H. McDonough was a passenger
BRIDGE STREET
to the city this afternoon from Wool- afternoon from woot- TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER to the city this
ton. Colo.
W. H. Dearstyne and H. A. Morgan,
PERSONALS
traveling men. out of Denver and well
known here, ieft this city yestarday
for Santa Fe.
to
Onava
went
Q. H. Hile
up
J. L. Fitzmorris was a visitor here
on a business trip. ' '
Paul McCormlck was In town from today, stopping at the New Optic,
from Trinidad; Robert Jordon from
bis ranch in Mora county.
Felix Garcia and family returned Wagon Mound; H. W. Neckar from
Watrous.
this afternoon from Rowe.
Mrs. N. Leften, wife of the Bridge
Claud Bales was in the city today
from Mineral Hill, registered at the street- - tailor, and five children, ar
rived in the city Sunday from Savannah, Ga. They will make their home
in Las Vesas.
TJ. S. Marshals J. H. Smith,
VORY SOAP is C. Deputy
E. Newcomer and Carl Hoffman
here from Albuquerque to attend
cheap; a cake of it are session
of the XT. S. district court,
the
costs only a few which opened today.

VII jttteLNati.0
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INTERS

.'; J.

We Have Taken The Agency
For The Above Celebrated '
Line ot
&

Ranges

M

CUNNINGHAM,

$8.95 For

cents.

But please, please,
don't buy Ivory Soap because the price is. small

it because it is

made of good materials;
because it contains no
"free" alkali, and because it will not injure
the finest fabric or the
most delicate skin.

h

Ranges and up to

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

BANK.
Your occasional deposits
account grows day by day.

(

0

MONEY COMES HANDY.

O

OFFICE WITH

Sa.n Miguel Na.tiona.1 Bank.
COO

$000000000000000000000000009303
Wo Gnn Furnish Thnt EJcuco

or

Complete!

Our Goods

Mattress, full size.

Only at

hold Goods.

Johnson fk Bon

$m Cm

623 Douglas Ave

No Case on Record
There Is no case on record of a
rmi!?h nr cold resulting in pneumonia
The less a man knows about women
or consumption after Foley's Honey
the more he thinks he knows.
and Tar has been taken, as it will stop
your cough and break up your cold
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
quickly. Refuse any but the genuine
Many an heiress buys a gold brick
LITTLE PRICES Foley's Honey and Tar in a yellow
fHE BIG STORE
in the form of a husband.
package. Contains no opiates and Is
Red Cross Drug Co.
safe and sure.
neces
In a man's life the greatest
Being engaged is a sort of legalized
G. Schaefer.
O.
and
sity is more money.
insanity.

IDS!!

Wojestio Demonstration Week, November i8 to

and Prices Stand Investigation,

We Pay the Highest Cash Price for House

Hoax "He's a man with a history." Joax "Ah, a book agent, eh?"

All-Oott-

Saving You Around 25 Per Denton the Deal.
Not a Cheap Price on a Few Things,
But a Reasonable Price on Everything.

Beside

Way Down Prices

$7.50

ever be missed. The

,

'

0
0

5o Each For Flue Stops.
15c For any size Flue Dampers.
45c For Zinc Stove boards and up.
25e--Fthe 35o Coal Hods.
10c Each For Stove Shovels.
5c Each For Stove Lifters.

wont

Las Vegas Savings Bank 0

0

5c Each For Stove Collars.

The average man's idea of a "good
story" wouldn't go in a church paper

Per Cent. Pure

i

Open an account.

JU1D0W8.

the

'

YOUR MONEY DRAWS INTEREST AT THIS SAVINGS

IN OLD AGE,

ALL STOVES BOUGHT OF US, SET
UP FiCciri.
15c For any size Stove Pipes and

the mistakes the other fellow makes.

Ivory Soap

'

"'

165.00,,

A man's luck in any competition is $4.95-F- or

0

.

D. T. HOSKINS, Cashlvr.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashlar.

PROVIDE FOR OLD AGS,
while you are young. "A rolling stone gathers no moss,"
"
neither does a spendthrift add to his wealth.

u

A Religious Author's Statement
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury. N. C, who is the author of sev
eral books, writes: "For several years
I was afflicted with kidney trouble
and last winter I was suddenly stricken with a severe pain In my kidneys
'
on
and was confined to bed eignt aays
unable to get up without assistance.
Blankets snd Comforts
My urine contained a thick white
sediment and I passed same frequent
A homely girl can seldom under
tak-in- s
stand why people think some men are $15.00 For the Celebrated "Oster- - ly day and night I commenced
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
moor Mattress." We carry a tun
mashers.
line of cheaper makes.
pain gradually abated and finally
ceased and my urine Became normal.
n
Married men Imagine that heaven $2.65 For the $3.50
Top t horfiillv recommend Foley's Kid
at
size.
full
Is a place where there Is no house
Only
Mattress,
ney Remedy." Red Cross Drug Co.
cleaning.
THE ROSENTHAL
and O. G. Schaefer.

I

CC0,CC0.C3

Heaters

Coal Cook Stoves and up.

122.60 For

r

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

For Coal Heaters, and up.
For Wood Heaters, and up.
For Wood Cook Stoves and

$4.95
$1.45
$5.90

PrMldsnt

FRANK SPRINGER, Vies President.

o
o
o

uaiDaii

AofLasIelai

CAPITAL

-

1

994Aoo

1909.

8,

Central hotel; Pablo A. Sena trom
Rowe.
M. P. Cousins was in town today

Trustworthy

Buy

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

.777

Are You Thinking of Painting

777

If so do not overlook the fact that we are the'
sole agents for the MOUNTIAN PLAIN
PAINTS. A paint manufactured in Denver
expressly for this Western country.
Absolutely Pure. t Climatically Correct.
Positively Guaranteed;

Las Vegas Lumber Go.

13

Automobile, Carriage, Wagon
i.
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I
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I

fi'li

'
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hown in centar. has email feet which admits

THE MAJESTIC
Extra
eaV7 Stamped Iron Marble- -

5' Mltn

cSi2,

.

and GRAND
MAJESTIC RflNQE

bottom.

Nothing can burn.

CTlL

I

I

IVSiJH

.
wiU--

TmU'

MMESTICNBTIMUKN COOKER. STEAMim.CT
water at the

THE MAJESTIC

Copper

1

18-O- I.

Nickel-plate- d

AU

Tea

Food can be lifted out

SJST

'

THE MAJESTIC
Copper Nlokel-plate- d

U-o- s.

j

Blacksmith Shop

;

I

yy

naajr.ir

DF PLITAITIOM

IIIITI-- I tx

Majestic Set.

THE
Never-bur- n

Pan.

MAJESTIC Paten
Wired Dripping
Sise of pan 14H in. x 2am.

Hade specially for the Majestic Set.

TWO
Never-Bur- n

Wired Dripping

s

during aomonsirauon ween nm
REASONS WHY THE GREAT MAJESTIC YOU SHOULD BUY.
1st'

IT nQti

I

I

TrilillilLIUU

IK

UL UfAUK.

LUW

amuv

skuwuv

vmu

.

:

will prove wis w you u you wm ici ua.
It not only has the reputation, but IB the best range made, and we
Iron (matenal that resists rust
Charcoal
of
and
you can't beat)
It is constructed of Malleable iron (material
.
xt t,n
i.i
- rnal mr PtitPTS rand's.-- '
o.ina nr
is
iiu
.....j.
nveieu
300 per cent greater tnan steeiy,
logciuer
thus uses very little fuel to do perfect work.
It boils 15 gallopsof
4th. The reservoir alone is worth the price of the range over any other reservojmade.
and sets on a
and
movable,
d
is
lining,
.
water-iheated like a tea kettle, with pocket against
ue
muvcu
can
vvnen
u
w"
too
not
water
wear
cannot
gets
out,.,,
frame, hence

2nd.
3rd.

air-ngu-

left-han-

s

"'

r.rtsts nraoticallv nothinrr
nA
and give better satisfaction than
three times as long; bake better; easier to keep clean
for reoairs-- l
statements were true, wouldn t
above
the
that
knew positively
ther range on the market. If you
'
vnll
wc
and
Week
Demonstration
prove tt to you.
in
at once? Come during
":

.0

tL-1-

yll buy

-1.

.

.

.o.

Consumption Statistics
prove that a neglected cold or cough
puts the lungs in so bad a condition
that consumption germs find a fertile field for fastening on one. Stop
the cough Just as soon as it appears
with , Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
Soothes the torn and inflamed tls- sues and makes you well again. Sold
ty Center BIock Depot Drug uo.

California

Just in from
Star Meat Market
Phone Vegas 450

HYGEIA ICE
THE
FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

MADE

2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
"
"
30c
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
40c
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
'
"
50c
"
lbs.
200
. 50 to
'"
"
75c
Less than 50 lbs. "
v.. "
CRYSTAL ICE CO., - McGulre & Webb
Phone Main 227,

t.

J

.'

Fresh Fish

MAJESTIC Patent

8Ue of pan 9 in. x 12 in.
Made specially for the Majestic Set.

Pans.

advantages and superior
If vou will call at our store during our Majestic Demonstration Week and allow us to show .you the many
the beautiful and useful
Freb
will
we
you
the
one
at
will
and
price
give
regular
purchase
of the Great and Grand Majestic Range,
and we know all
of
the
Ranges
Souvem?r Set of Ware illustrated in this advertisement.
is
Majestic
match
the quality
This ware made to
had
alone
be
cannot
new
and
by purchase
are
which
first
three
ihe
entirely
Set.
of
this
pieces,
especially
the beauty and utility
Rano-ea,eiW"i see TlCX,
we rive the set Feb with each Majestic Range bought
but
are
f
the
same,
Mierie
w
.
except ill a VCiy ing" F"vv-

ti,.

All Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morning, returns following Friday. Leave,
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co'fl.

If there is anything you want, The
Optic can getjt for you. If it's somecan
The greatest necessity in a woman's thing you don't want. The Optlo
'
for
sell
you.
it
la
love.
life

THE GREAT

Marble-'Ize- d
THE MAJESTIC
Enameled Pudding Pan.
fine
'or. the
lade specially

and oign

428 Grand Ave, Over Lorenxens

"

All
Coffee

v

'

Majestic

LUBVJIB VJm. 1LFELD,

ViQof if. rmf.t.ar-

-

Bridgo GtrooU

-

A. H.

Reingi-uebe-

r

Brewing Co.

nf'f .ftjC'VArfaS

'

...'J

i'a1-

We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
home industry and telephone yonr 'ordersto ua for eitherj
bottle beer.

PHONE MAIN 67

Boost

leg

or.

LA3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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To-wi- t:

No longer needs vindication

f

f li
old, mare.

On right thigh .
One dun pony, 2 or

Ertray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Crawford, Plaza, N. M.
One bay horse, 4 years old,
about 14 2 hands high, with three
White feet and a small white, spot in
;
forehead. '
Branded
On left shoulder

USE

.

'
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On right jaw
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
ays after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.

ITEflT

FLOUR

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD

3 years
Branded
i
On left hip
I
saia animal temg ungnown to wis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will ba sold
Estray Advertisement
by this Board fir, the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom It
owner when found.
may concern that "the following deCATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09, Milton M. Shook, Estancia, N. M.
One strawberry roan mare,
about 14 hands high, about 4 or 6
Estray 'Advertisement
Notice is hereuy given to whom It years old. roan
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
One blue
uiare, W hands high,
It
may concern that the following de
whom
to
is
Notice
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
hereoy
given
scribed estray animal was taken up by about 4 or 5 years old.
may concern that the following de may conci-rthat the following d
"1
Both
branded
F. Sorrels, Fairview, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scrlbed estray animal was taken up by"
On
left
jaw
One white horse mule, 10
Newt Kemp, Capitan, N. M.
R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
or 12 years old. vVeight 700 pounds.
RH
Both branded
One red white-facecow, 8
One three year old red
'
On left hip
(
years old.
steer, wattle oh left Jaw, dehorned.
Branded
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
ira, leu nip
Branded
left shoulder
Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad
On left ribs
Branded
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 vertlsement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
,
after last appearance of this ad by this Board for the benefit of the Branded
days
On left hip
Northeastern New Mexico's Beat Newspaper
vertlsement, said estray will be sold owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ear mark
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One blue cow
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18 '09. before Nov. 28, '09, said date being !
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad
Branded
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, "09,
sold
vertisement, said estray will be
v Estray
Advertisement
On left ribs
Estray Advertisement.,,,.
this
Board
for
the
benefit
of
the
by
Notice' is hereby given to whom It owner when found. "
Notice is "hereby given to whom it
Advertisement
Estray
concern that the following de
may concern that the following de
Ear mark CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice ib hereby given to whom it fmay
WANTED Good milch cow ' giving scribed estray animal was taken up by
cribed estray animal was iaken up by
M.
N.
de
concern
the
Albuquerque,
that
may
following
milk. Address C. E. Schell, East Antonio, Garcia, Elvira, N. M.
Ellas L. Chavez,. Old Albuquerque, N 1st
Said animal being unknown tr this
pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
ecrlbed estray animal was taken up by M.
t:
One dun horse.
.
Las Vegas, N.' M.
M.
N.
Florencio
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Sanchez,
Kennedy,
:
dark
One
about
Branded
mare,
H
bay
V
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
'
One pinto red and white 9
Estray Advertisement
.
U I
On left hiD
years old.
WANTED Position as stenographer;
cow about 6 years old.
whom It days after last appearance of this ad
to
is
Notice
given
hereby
Branded
Branded
experienced; can give references.
may concern that the following de- vertisement said estray will be sold
Krannen
On left jaw
On right Jaw
Phone Vegas 397. .
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit o! the
On
left shoulder and ribs
and white spot . on shoulder
Branded
Jose Gonzales y Borrego, Santa Fe, owner when found.
SITUATION WANTED By colored
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said nnimal being unknown to this
N. M.
On left hip.
t:
One small black hors,e, 8
Albuquerque, N...M.
woman; day work or general house- Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this years old, weight t5U pounds.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
work.
Inquire at Optic.
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
P7
vertlsement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold before Nov. 28, '09, said date belnfg 10
Estray Advertisement
On right hip
WANTED
Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane, by
this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this ad
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
909 Jackson avenue.
owner when found. .
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the followinii deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A good girl for general
WANTED
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
housework. Mrs. W. G. Haydon, 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09. 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09,
One red cow, mottled face.
days after last appearance of this ai'
N. M.
Albuquerque,
sold
1108 Seventh street.
Branded
said
be
will
vertlsement,
estray
x
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09 by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement.
On left shoulder
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It Notice la hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
WANTED
Table boarders at 712
Branded
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOAPD,
Fifth street Phone Purple 6112. may concern that tne following de- may concern that the following de.
On left ribs
was
scribed
animal
taken
M.
N.
estray
to
whom
It
up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice Is hereby given
Albuquerque,
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms. W. D.
'
N.
M,
de-Branded
B.
Barbee, Cutter,
t 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov.'18, '09
E.
Millett, Suwanee, N. M
may concern that the following
One gray horse, 16 years
On
left
One
seven
was
hip
taken
animal
cribed
horse,
yeara
up
bay
by
estray
TRADE
MEN LEARN BARBER
old, 14 hands high, paces, has sore old. ,
,
T. P. T'alle, Gallup, N. M. ,.
Estray Advertisement.
Short time
required; graduates back.
One cow.
Bar30
is hereby given to whom It
Notice
week . Moler
earn $12 to f
Branded
Ear mark
Branded
concern
that the following de
On
ber college, Los Angeles.
left
may
Branded
hip
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip ,
Said animal being unknown" to this
One roan stud, four years old, ,12
Said animal being unknown to thl
Chas. H. Sikes, Lake Valley, N. M
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
4
Board, unless claimed by owner on or hands high.
One brown horse,
years before Nov. 28, '09, said date being It
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 Branded '
Ear mark
old, weight 800 pounds.
days after last appearance of this adof
after
last
ad
this
appearance
days
On left hip
FOR SALE Until Saturday I will
vertisement, said estray will be sold
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
offer all my household goods for by this Board for the benefit of the Said animal
by this Board for the benefit ' of the
to
unknown
this
being
unless
claimed
owner
on
or
On
Board,
left
by
hip'
owner when found.
sale. Meade E. Dutt 1025 N. 3rd st. owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Nov. 28, '09, said date
V
'
10
being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARS,
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
after
last
of
this
ad
appearance
days
M.
N.
to
animal
unknown
windmill
Said
this
FOR SALE 1 eight-foo- t
Albuquerque,
being
N.
M.
aays arter last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerquu,
tower. 1
with
letxpub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09, vertlsement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '03.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
by this Board for the benefit, of the cwner when found.
boiler. Perry Onion.
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this ad
uiYuer wueu iuuuu.
Estray Advertisement.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to wham It
said estray Will be sold
vertlsement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never may concern that the
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. M.
following deused; blankets and comfortables. scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub.' Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18. '09. 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09. owner
scribed estray animal was taken up by
found.
R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
712 Fifth street
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
J. M Compton, Dunlap, N. M.
One spotted cow.
Estray Advertisement
One sorrel
blaze faced
Albuquerque, N. M.
Estray Advertisement,
Branded
TI L.7
Notice is hereby given to whom it - Notice is hereoy given vo whom It 1st pub. Nov. 8, la3t pub. Nov. 18, '09,
FOR SALE Stamping done and art horse, 12 or 14 years old.
On right ribs
concern that the following de may concern that the following deneedlework materials. 712 Fifth
flyl may
111 t.uuvu
Eatray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed eatray animal was taken up by
On left hip
street
Christian Otto, Clayton, N. M.
Ear mark
ii. ss. Millett, Suwanee, N. M.
Notice
hereby given to whom It
One red steer, with white
deOne gray horse,
concern
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de-- . Said animal being unknown to this
stud,
that
the
may
following
face, 3 or 4 years old.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or three years old, 13
One three year old steer.
hands hieh
scribed estray animal was taken up by
scrlptlons. Notary seals and records before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Branded
Branded
Vicente Vlllanueva, Villanueva, N. M.
Branded
at The Optic office.
On left shoulder
Li
aays aiter last appearance of this ad
On left ribs
blue white horse,
One'
On
left
shoulder
'
vertlsement said estray will be sold
Branded
about 8 years old.
J
this Board for the benefit of the One light dun mare, five years old
On left, ribs
Ear mark
Branded
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op-ti- by
owner
found.
when
office, 10 cents a bundle.
Said animal being unknown to this On left hip.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip '
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 toard, unless claimed by owner on or Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
Said animal being unknown to this day 3 after last
appearance of this ad- before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad
Advertisement.
Estray
Derore Nov. 28, '09, said
being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement said estray will be sold vertlsement said estray will be sold
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Notice is hereby given to whom It aays aiter last appearancedate
of
this
ad
owner when found.
with or without board. Mrs. C. P. may concern that the following deby tills Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
will be sold
vertisement said
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
owner when found.
owner when found.
Hammond, il4 Main. Phone Purple scribed estray animal was taken up by oy tnis Board for estray
the
benefit
of
the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
5242.
Albuquerque, N. M.
unas. n. tsiKes, L,aKe valley, N. M
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
1st. pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09,
One dun mare, two years
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Store room, No. 518 oia, weight 5D0 pounds.
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09. 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
Albuaueraue. N. M.
Branded
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
Estray Advertlsemsnt
B 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
On left hip
Eetray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice Ife hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
FOR RENT Nice, front room, or
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following deconcern that the following de--t
unless claimed by owner on or Notice la hereby given to whom it scribed estray animal was taken
may concern that the following de- may
double room. Either light housekeep Board,
before Nov. 28, '09,-sa- id
date belnc 10 may concern that the following de Frank Romero, Alameda, N. M.up by scribed estray animal was taken up by cribed estray animal was taken up by
John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
ing or room with board,
Inquire days after last appearance of this ad scribed
One blue roan horse, about Camilo Montoya, Villanueva, N. M.
estray animal was taken up by
One sorrel mare,
across from court house.
white
vertisement said estray will be sold E. B. Millett,
mare
One
nine
red
about
M.
N.
three
medium
Suwanee,
size.
yeara old,
stripe in face, right hind foot white,
:
old.
by this Board for the benefit of the
years
One sorrel mare, long
'
800
about
Branded
owner
EtTl Branded
weight
when found. ..
pounds, mare had
FOR RENT Finely furnished room,
mane, two hind feet white, blazed
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ijVtj colt.
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Genface, 4 years old.
On
left
,
hip.
Branded
Albuaueraue. N. M.
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
On left hip
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 13, '09
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown n thi.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 before
Estray Advertisement.
Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement.
Said animal beine unknown to thia
adNotice 13 hereby given to whom It Notice la hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this
days after last appearance of this ad- before Nov. 28, '09, said date
10
may concern that the following de may concern that the following de before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said eitray .will be sold days after last appearance of being
this adscribed estray animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken up by days after last appearance of this ad- by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board
the benefit of the vertisement, eaid estray will be sold
when found.
Jesus M. Trujillo, J. P., Jarales, N. M. Milton M. Shook, Estancia, N. M.
owner when found.
vertisement said estray will .be sold ownerCATTLE
for the benefit of the
ty this
SANITARY
BOARD,
One red steer, white head,
t:
One sorrel
CATTLE SANITARY BOABD,
mars, about by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
M.
N.
2 or 3 years old.
14
Albuquerque,
hands high, about 6 years old, owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09. 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Y Y Y
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
J I O
On left ribs
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.
1st
Nov.
Advertisement.
Advertisement
laat
pub.
'09.
8,
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray
Estray
pub. Nov. 18,
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereDy given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to wham it
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Ettray Advertisement
concern
that the following demay
Estray Advertisement
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- scribed
Notice
la
was
taken up by may concern that the
estray animal
hereby given to whom It scribed estray animal was taken up by
days after last appearance of this ad- aays aiter last appearaaoe of th's ad
following
concern that the following de- Arthur L.
Mateo Gabaldon, fome, N. M.
vertisement said estray will be sold vertlsement said estray will be sold may
Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
eat ray animal was taken up by
t:
scribed
One sorrel bull, one year M.
One bay mare, about 12
by this Board for the beaefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the F. A. estray animal was taken up by
G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
old.
Melton, Corona, N. M.
owner when found.
owner when found.
old, weight about 700 pounds.
t:
One gray mare.
Red cow about 7 years old. years
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
Branded
Branded
Branded
I
Branded
M
N.
M.
M.
N.
T
Albuquerque.
Albuquerque,
On left ribs
- Hi
On left shoulder
On left thigh
On left ribs
11 L I
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09. lst pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09,
Said
animal
Said
animal
unknown
to
unknown
this
Said animal being unknown to this
being
to this
being
Said animal being unknown to this
unless claimed by owner on or
unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, Nov.-28If there is anything you want. The If you desire a clear complexion take Board,
,
'09. said data hoin.in
before Nov. 28, '09, said date
10 before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 13 before Nov. 28, '09, said date belns: 10 before
Optio can get It for you. If It's some- Foley's Orlno Laxative for constipa- days after last appearance of being
ad- days after last appearance of this ad- - days after last appearance of this adadof
this
this
last
after
appearance
tion and liver trouble as
will stimlays
said estray will be sold
thing you don't want The Optic can ulate these organs and itthoroughly vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the 1 7 this Board for the benefit of the
sell It for you.
cleanse your system, which is what owner when found.
J
owner when found.
cwner when found.
owner when found.
everyone needs in order to feel well,
CATTLE SANITARY BOAWD,"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANTTARf BO APD
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A white He Is sometimes blacker Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefr
I
Albuquerque. N. M.
N. M.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque. N m'
Is
It
,
.
than
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09. 1st
painted.
,
Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09. 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09.! 1st pub. Nov. 8. Ia3t pub Not 18 09
pub.
4

from us or anybody else. All
that is necessary is for you
to apply it according to your

business and its needs.
As an auxiliary to your
business the "Optic" is without a peer in this community when advertising is being
considered."

r

8, 1909.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whim It
may concern ttut the following described estray animal was taken up by
E. L. Garvin, Estancia, N. M.
One black mare, 5 or ,6
years old.
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BEST

Short Orders ami Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
M. Regular com-

PHYSICIANS

DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
third Thursdays in
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
each month Visiting Office, Chafln's
Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
cordia.'iy
Main 1.
Invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
DENTIST
fc
Knights Templar. Regular
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
"
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
John S. .Clark.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
ROY
8,

ai Arcn Masons.
Regula Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
convocation firt Monday
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
'
each month at- - Masonic
Main 67.
Temple, 7:30 o. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
Sponeder, Secretary.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
of
Knights
Pythlaj Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
,

meet every Monday
eye nine in Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially invited.
I. P. HAVENS,
Chancellor Command
er.
C. M. BERNHARD,

"

'

Mexico.

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

8,

--

1909.
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"The Ringmaster" Tomorrow Night, with a girlish freshness and a charmOne of the most successful of mod- - lng naivete, that wins the hearts of
ern plays, "The Ringmaster," will re- -' the audience. She is coy, petite and
ceive its initial production at the Dun natural as a wild flower,
The play of "Texas" is a comedycan opera house tomorrow night.
The Messrs. Shubert, who are re- drama of ranch life in the sunny
sponsible for the production of this southwest with dashing cowboys,
fascinating play, have discovered In bluff ranch owners, a vulpine Mexland members of the
Miss Olive Porter a playwright of) can
rare ability. They have established English aristocracy as its chief char- at the Bijou theatre in Brooklyn aiders.
"Texas" is not a "wild and woolly
stock comnanv. where all plays which
have a possible chance of success are melodrama as has been presumed, but
a clean, natural, healthy play, vi
given an elaborate production.
It was here that "The Ringmaster" rile In its situations, brilliant in its
was first tried, and immediately 'ap- comedy and of absorbing interest
proved by the press and public. Miss The leading male role of Jack Dallam
Porter was formerly employed as cor In love with little Texas, is In the
respondent to one of Wall Street's hands of Mr. Harlan Fox, a young
leading brokerage firms, and 4t was romantic actor, who plays the heroic
from the correspondence of these cowboy with a dash and manly vigor1.
"Texas" is presented by an exgiants of speculative finance that she
gained sufficient material to write cellent company of New York players
this most meritorious play. The story and- it Is superbly mounted with real
is that of a financial battle raged be istic scenery, while every accessory
tween Hillary, who is designated as from the hide covered furniture to
the rinemasterV of Wall Street, a the well sweep, chaps, quirts and
man of unscrupulous principal, and sours, are authentic, and were purLeBaron, a young man perfectly hon- - chased at the scene of, the play.
est, who is in love with Hillary's
"The Girl Question."
daughter. She returns his love, but! ."
declines his offer of marriage, be-- :
Pretty girls and catchy song's and
cause he lives a life of luxuriant idle- - dances which are marvels of grace
ness; she endeavors to persuade hfm and action, a cast of startling play- -

half-bree- d

-

"Texas';

Civil Engineer and Surveyor
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SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT, Inc.
PRESENT
,
THE POWERFUL DRAMA OF WALL ST. INTRIGUE
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DUNCAN

OLIVE PORTER1

OPERA
HOUSE

ELABORATE
--

9
T
H

SCENERY,

METROPOLITAN

DIBECT PBOM

V

CAST

THE MAXINE ELLIOTT, THEATRE, N. Y.
A Viril Story, Vividly Told N. Y. World.

,

Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 50c

Sale on at Murphey's and Schaffer's.

T
Evea Like Mine," "The Old Buck
and Wing," and "Do Something."
"The ' Girl Question," the latest
of the series of unique musical com
which Adams,
edy entertainments
Hough & Howard have furnished
the LaSalle theatre, Chicago, will be
seen here after a long run in the
Windy City. It is a rushing, bustling, Jolly, unconventional sort of
play with snap and action in every
line and situation, and those who
have enjoyed its predecessors,' "The
Time, The Place, and The Girl," will
surely be pleased with it

DUNCAN

OPERA

HOUSE

Thursday, Nov.

11,

uccessj

tupendous

BIO RUNS IN
New York, Chicago,

r

Philadelphia, Boston

A Religious Author's' Statement
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman. Salis
bury, N. C, who is the author of several books, writes: "For several years
I was afflicted with, kidney trouble
and last winter I was suddenly strick
en with a severe pain In my kidneys
and was confined to bed eight days
unable to get up without assistance.
My urine contained a thick
white
sediment and I passed same frequently day and night I commenced taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
pain gradually abated and finally
ceased and my urine became normal.
I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy .'i Red Cross Drug Co.
and O. G. Schaefer. ,
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GEORGE E. MORRISON

BALDT LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

V
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GOOine ATTRACTIONS

y

Keeper of Record and
Seal.
Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas.

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Secretary. Visiting members
cordially invited.

till

HANDLED

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

J t

V

LAS YEGA8 DAILY OPTIC.

.

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AMD CAFE
THE

r

'
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and all large Cities

The Great American Play
--

TIMS

The king of Siam rides in an eletcrlc
victoria finished with ivory and adorn
ed wth lace, silver and pearl.
m
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
vmmmmmm
wmmmmmmi-in
On June 17th manufacturing
ipsm&mmmi,.
meets second and fourth Thursday
Chattanooga was stimulated with 50,By J' MAULDIN FE1GL
evenings of each month at the I. O. 000 electrical horse-powesent over
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N. transmission wires into the heart of
Yean
Seventh
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. the city.
Adelene
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
Cuba will soon be covered with a
Beautiful Scenlo
There is an old bachelor out in
network of telephone lines.
Smith, Secretary.
Production
of
Manayunk named A. Locke Smith. No
Millions of candle-powe- r
wonder love laughs at hlm; with a
were used to Illuminate New York
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
name like that
cele
,v
each City during the Hudson-FultoStrong fast!
fourth Tuesday evenings
Gen
of
The
bration.
C.
powerful
O.
battery
hall.
R.
month at
Visiting
25
Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
brothers are cordially invited. W. eral Electric searchlights on Riverside
D. W. Drive was a notable feature of the
"It affords me great pleasure to add
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Strong Casit
'
night celebration.
my testimony to that of the thousands
Condon, secretary.
Vstahas
851,318
Germany
telephone
who have been benefited by ChamberPrices: BOc, 75c and $1XHV
tions, more than any other European
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR,'
lain's Cough Remedy. My child, Ancomes
Britain
next
Great
country.
second and fourth
drew, when only three years old, was
wiht 565,854 and France next with
PENITENTIARY BIDS.
taken with a severe attack of croup,
Thursday evenings of each month. less than 200,000.
.
and
to
thanks
the
Chamuse
of
Sealed
prompt
All visiting brothers and sisters are
proposals will be received
Trains on the A. T. & S. F. railway
berlain's Cough Remedy his life was
A.
of Penitentiary Commis
Board
the
Sarah
Mrs.
Invited.
by
cordially
are now dispatched by telephone.
saved and today he is a robust and
office of the Superin-tendasioners
at
the
Chaff In, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida Siberia and Alaska are to bo con
Mrs.
A.
healthy boy," says
Coy., jr..
'
'
of San Antonio, Texas. This remedy
until 10 o'clock a. m Denected by wireless.
Seellnger, secretary.
nas neen in use for many years cember 3rd, 1909, for furnishing and
; A motor driven
auto-horis the lafc
Thousands of mothers keep it at hand,
I. 0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. est.
at the New Mexico peniand n has never been known to fail. delivering
has
every Monday evening at A pocket wireless telegraph
4, meet
the
tentiary,
For
supplies hereinafter
sale
all
dealers.
by
thei hall on Sixth street. All visit been invented.
so
much thereof as the
or
mentioned,
ata
All the steam railroads within
lng brethren cordially Invited to
board may deem sufficient. Delivery
"Talk
is
the
Wise
cheap,"
quoted
of
of
of
miles
radius
the
eight
city
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
You must be patroniz of all supplies must be as directed
Guy. "Gee!
will be electrified,
greatly
Cometock, V. G.; R. O. Williams, Chicago
barber shop;" snickered by the superintendent.
ing a
doand
terminal
work
the
facilitating
;
the Simple Mug.
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; ing away with the smoke and noise
Six months supply of beef, corned
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. of steam locomotives.
beef,
sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and
Young Girls Are Victims
The electrical exports for last July
sundry
groceries; oats, corn, bran
of
NO.
as
as
older
well
headache,
women,
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
totaled nearly a million dollars worth,
but all get quick relief and prompt and alfalfa; clothing and miscellaneevery Friday night at That the aurora borealis, Or north
102, meets
cure from Dr. King's New Life Pills. ous dry goods; leather; hardware;
their hall in th- - Schmidt building, ern lights, is an electrical display Is
the world's best remedy for sick and oils
and greases, butter and eggs; in
west of Fountain Square, at eight evidenced by the fact that during a
nervous headaches. They make pure
blood, and strong nerves and build up acordance with specifications and
o'clock. Visiting members, are cor- recent wonderful exhibition of this
was impossible
your health. Try them. 25c at all conditions on blank proposals, which
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- natural phenomena it
druggists.
to use the Atlantic cables or the wire
Will be furnished by the superinten
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
MISS EMILY CLIFTON, AS TEXAS WEST, THE HEROINE.
less stations.
The man who does the most crow dent upon application. Bids other
' Wireless communications have been
'
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
wise made will not be considered and
to
life
of
He
a
speculative activity.
ers, and above all, a play with a plot ing when he is right is generally
carried across 2,100 miles of space be
CIL NO. 804, meets second and
the board reserves the right to reject
an
on
and
office
wrong.
of
agrees
finally
opens
human
found
are
intense
interest
tween
Francisco
and
Honolulu.
San
fourth Thursday, O. R. C hall, Pioany and all bids w parts thereof.
The rrew Tungsten lamps are be Wall Street, and is asked to join in "The Girl Question," the entrancneer building. Visiting members
A Broken Back
By order of the Board of Peniten
used for factory Il forces with Hillary In putting through ing musical play which comes to the
successfully
ing
a gigantic deal.
are cordially irivited. W. R. Tipton, lumination.
FDuncan Opera house on .Wednesday
That pain in your back caused by tiary Commissioners.
LeBaron discovers that Hillary's night, November 17.
lumhaeo. stiff muscles or a strain
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
.More than half a million horse-po3. W. RAYNOLDS,
er is available from water in the motives are dishonest, and refuses
The play is along the lines and is is an easy thing to get rid of. Bal--J
Superintendent
to have any hand in the transaction. in fact a successor to "The
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD state of Georgia.
Time, The lard s Snow Liniment cures rheuma
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November
deal
proto
at
the
and
sore
stiff
tism,
agrees
lumbago,
muscles,
Com
month,
Hillary
drop
On October 11, the Honorary
Place, and The Girl," the musical play
Tuesday evenings each
LeBaron will keep the nature which haa lammed everv theatre in strains, sprains, cuts, burns, bruise, 4th, 1909.
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit-ln- g missioners of Japan were entertained viding
scalds and all aches and pains. You
of his Intended swindle a secret
,u,i, ,t haa ivt1, aInno w mn need
brothers are cordially invited. in Schnectady, N. Y., by the General
a bottle ln your house. Sold by
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of
a
LeBaron
onparts
agrees,
gathers
was
This
the
of 4fi, nerformanee8 ln Chicaeo.
John Thornhill,, president;1, E. C. Electrical company.
Department of the Interior. U. S.
who Center Block Depot Drug Co.
time during their tour of the Unit- friends, on his yacht and sets sail.
chorus
DretHest
Tn
ly
fl(t
girls
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., OctoWard, secretary.
ln one Bhow
ed States thatthey were entertained Hillary engages passage on an At- hava vr h
ber, 29, 1909.
A
as
it
The
of
for
starts
lantic
liner
and
folly
practice
England.
shooting
as
are
an
industrial
..Th
aM n,leatlon."
corporation.
by
Notice is hereby given that Julell
EED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL wholly
not
flies
is
the
,
game
nis
to
irom
regulated
by
i 000 Beautv Broile largest order ever placed for wireless message
Hiuary
th .monn
of Watrous, Mora county.
Sheehan,
Brotherhood hat! every second and electrical
laws.
beln the ten iittle
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908, made
th , tt
apparatus in Europe was conreuerates is oaaiy intercepted on,
at
the
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
Homestead Entry (serial 01424), No.
given for machinery to pro- - the yacht by LeBaron, revealing tojglr,s wno dance wlth an abandon
- recently
run. Visiting brothers always wel13987. for W. 2 NE
Consumption Statistics
fertlUMr from atm0Bpheric nitro-com- e L,eaaron tne iact mat niuaiy 10 puu- - of emotlon and enthusiasm and an
SE 4 NB
David
to the wigwam.
and Lot 1. Sec. 17. Townshln 18
lng the deal to a close, notwlthstand-- .mmnt of e!neer which has never prove that a neglected cold or cough
gen at chriBtinia, Norway.
21
E., N. M. P. Meridian,
A company has been organized
in lng His promise to arop 11. letiarou been eouaea
puts the lungs in so bad a condition N. Range
Flint, sachem; Waite H.' Davta,
of'..Tne Glrl Questlon" d that consumption germs find a fer has filed notice of intention to make
chief of records and collector of New York City for the publication of imjaediately sets sail for New York,
The
final commutation proof, to establiph
the fight for supremacy begins. yeajg a story of every day jlfe which tile field for fastening on one. Stop claim
news over a telephone. Subscribers will
wampum.
to the land above described, bethird
as
soon
as
the
the
It
of
climax
appears
to
the
leads
This
cough
telejust
news
over
.
the
of
the
da?
;
the
get
fa of real tuman pnterest( tnongh
fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
with
Horehound
Ballard's
curtain
the
B4Ii,
NO.
.
Syrup.
down
LODGE
act
which
brings
phone. The plan works very success-Iat Las Vegas, New
f. E. ROSENWALD
Up in its developments at mo- Soothes
torn and inflamed tis- commissioner,
Mexico, on the 17th day of December.
O. B. B. Meets every first Wed- - fully in Paris, London, Vienna and amiast inunaers 01 bi'P'budo.
ments to allow for the Introduction sues and the
jjiuv
Sold
well
makes
you
again.
1909.
flashes of comedy permeates the play of songs and dances. The producnesday of the month in the vestr.v Budapest.
Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A hydro-electrplant to develop and the love interest is not forgot tion was staged by that past master by
room of Temple Montefiore, Dons- Edward E. Johson, of East Las Ve
wonderful story In the
r
ten
in
Is
to
this
constructbe
truly
22.000
Visitdramatic
of
scenes,
exploitation
las avenue and Ninth street
There is no case on record of a gas, N. M. Ernest Bagwell, of East
.
which may be classed, as one of the beautiful stage pictures and graceful
near Quebec
or cold resulting in pneumonia Las Vegas, N. M., Filiberto Pacheco.
ing brothers are cordially invited. ,eoElectric runabouts are popular In great theatrical successes of the sea
cough
dances, George Marion, the producer or consumption after Foley's Honey of Casa Grande, N. M., William Smith,
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi !gpa,n
son.
of the "Merry Widow," "A Stubborn and Tar has been
taken, as it will stop of Watrous, N. M.
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
The electric fan is extensively used
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cinderella," "The Prince of Pllsen," your cough and break up your cold
to increase the heating values of hot
'Texas," a Comedy Drama.
etc. The songs include "Good-by.
Register.
Refuse any but the genuine
quickly.
drama, Pal," "I Hate to Work on Monday." Foley's;
air and steam heating plants.
The
in a yellow
delightful comedy
J
and
Tar
.im.n
Honey
imumqm
"hjiii
Electric motors are used to drive "Texas." which comes to the Duncan "O, Gee, Be Sweet to Me, Kid," package. Contains no opiates and Is
A man votes the way he does be"Wnitz Me Around TU1 I'm Dreamy." safe and sure.
forge blowers in blacksmith shops.
Red Cross Drug Co. cause he thinks other people think he
Opera house Thursday, November
e
A
knows what he's voting about c
power incandescent does not derive its name from the Dig "When Eyes LiKe Yours Look Into and O. G. Schaefer.
lamp burning all night on the front southern state, but is named after
porch and another on the back porch little "Texas West," the leading fem
costs but 50 cents a month and is the inine role of the play.
in
best burglar preventative
the
'Little Texas' Is one of the most
world.
delightful girl characters ever drawn
You can visit Jerusalem by trolley by the pen of a modern dramatist.
.
from Jaffa.
She Is young, winsome and lovable,
Wireless stations are to be estab- one of the sweetest and most girlish
lished along the African coast.
I for all stomach troubles
indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the stomach, bad
characters, that can be Imagined.
Miss Emily Clifton, not yet out of
r.onstinauon. rieasantto taitc.
i Dreatn.si'rir neadacne.torplalivertDinousnesf.n
FOn SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.
her teens, plays the role of "Texas"
Everybody Teads The Optic
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The Ike Davis Store
v:

--

..'

r

-

.

Fat
Norway Shore Mackrel
Fresh V -Neufchatel Cheese
Fresh

O

Houcmljcr

TODAY
'V- -

M erode Under wear

to 13

or Ladies Only
-

'

:

fr

'

J

'

i

Select Colorado Ranch Eggs

TO THE

BREAD EATING PUBLIC

Order your cream

We want yon to try oar higk patent floor,

it at your grocer's and he will guaranto
it you. Try a sack and if it doesn't gite
you satisfaction, bring it back and get your money
refunded. Isn't this a fair offer and would
we be willing to made it if we didn't have every
confidence in its merits? Also this is a homemade product. Don't you want to help us grow? '
You can get

tee

Las Vegas Roller Mills

'

131.

'

:

.

OF A GOOD BANK

Is important,

in Boys' and Girls' Hosiery. The
well known Bear Skin brand, in all sizes," good for
Also special sale

from

T.

T.

school wear.

' Regular

price 25c.

t5o a pair.

Special.

'

'

A LINE OF

-

Girls' School Coats
ALL GO AT COST

Jake Graaf,
,

SIXTH STREET

Louis.

'

PHONE MAIN 107

Turner..

Qur rfide

YOUR SELECTION
"ti
L,

y

,,

American Cream Cheese

". . .
..The $1.00 grade, now
65o
.'. ...... 75o
The $1.25 grade, flow ..........
The $1.65 grade, now. . .'. . ... . ... ,.
$1,25
AS LONG AS THEY LAST
-

ploye of the Santa Fe, and

mini-mum-

,

Fresh
Circle Camembert Cheese
Fresh

Phone

jumped on Robert Forbes, an em
beat him
up fcr&tty badly before they were separated. Forbes ewore out a warrant
for their' arrest at once, but the case
was settled out of court by the Brito
6 p. m., 34.
)
,,,
Tonight and Tuesday generally fair; boys paying the costs of the case,; J
warmer north portion.
Dr. Wilier, who has been stopping
at St. Anthony's sanitarium for some
LOCAL NEWS
time past, left Saturday for his hom
Louis. He was accompanied
in
Miss Nora McAllister, who has been on St
the journey by Dr. M. M. Miller
to
is
for
able
the
ill
past week,
very
be up again.
Dan Kelly spent yesterday in the
;
i
city visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Get the best at Nolette's barber Harry W. Kelly, and left last
night
shop.
for Trinidad to continue his work
there for the American Tobacco com
An important meeting of the board
pany.
of education is scheduled for this
evening.
George L. Roach and C. J. DawA
were guests at the Castaneda today
The Ladies' Guild will meet tomor from
N.
A. C. Noovbers
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with from Irwin, N. M.;
Strouss from New
Raton;
Mrs. A. Mennet.
York, and F. A. Stevens from St.
WEATHER REPORT.
October 26 1909.
,
Temperature Maximum,: 67;
30; range,'37.
Humidity 6 a. m.. 25,-- 12 noon, 21;

C

Domestic Swiss Cheese

N. B.

'

not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
iThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its organization.

'

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

Two new patients have been receiv
at the New Mexico Hosoital for
ed
We can save you money on new
the
northwest of the city. They
and second hand goods.
May. and are Insane,
B. Perea. from Sando
Maxlmiliano
Brown
Hile, Bridge street, opposite
and
val
Frank Edward Jolly
county,
Trading Co.
from Bernalillo county.
The ladies' aid society of the Meth
H. B. Hubbard,
the well known
odist church will meet at the parson
afternoon at 2:30 restaurant man and city alderman.
age, tomorrow
accompanied by Mrs. Hubbard, left
o'clock. this evening for Lone Beach. Calif..
they will spend the winter. Pur
For Rent Nicely furnished house where
his
absence the Meridian restaur
ing
rooms.
Electric light, bath,
keeping
etc. Excellent, location. 918 Eighth ant will be conducted by Wm. Jones.

street

Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo
gist and psychometrlst
during her
stay in Las Vegas will be found at
El Dorado Hotel, room 25. Can be en
gaged for evening entertainments,
Receives on Sunday.
There will be a special communication of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F.
and A. M., Wednesday evening, for
the purpose of conferring the B. A.
and F. L. degrees. All members are
urged to be present,
J., H. Vaughn, cashier of the First
National, bank at Santa Fe, and one
of. the capital city's prominent .residents, having for. years been r terriLas
torial treasurer, is a visitor
Vegas, coming here as a witness in
a case in the TJ. S. district court.

Jake and Gus Brito have resigned
their jobs with the Santa Fe. caused
by a little scrap late Saturday after-

Rev. O. L. Bishop of the BaDtist
church, lectured yesterday at the first
of a series of addresses at the Y. M
C. A. The meeting; was well attended
by the young men and highly appre
ciated by all present Rev. Bishop
and Mrs. Barnett .rendered several
solos.

Fresh Pork

The Original

Sausage

Toasted Bice Flakes

Kellogg's

ordered.

USED AND

d

111

ENDORSED-B-

THE

-.

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM;

Rice is more widely used and?
feeds more people than any other

.

Order While It Lasts

Earnest Frederick Mackel. the nine-son of Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
year-olP. Mackel, breathed
his last this
morning at the home of his grand
mother at 1:10 o'clock, after a short
illness of three days. Only last Thurs
day afternoon the little fellow attend
ed school with his other playmates,
feeling in the best of health and en
Joying life to Its fullest extent. This
fa a sad blow to his parents, as he
was the only child living. Besides his
mother and father he is survived by
Mrs. Savage, his grandmother
and
her two daughters. His burial took
place this afternoon at Mt. Cavalry
cemetery at one o'clock from the par
lors of J.
Johnsen & Son. the fun
eral being private.

Toasted Rice Biscoit

,

which will be made
into sousage as

and

;

We have just butchered
several choice Hogs

cereal."

1 PAPEtl

qci1t- -

digestible and the most highly;
nutritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.

Orders by Telephone Iromptly and
Carefully Filled.
,
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
gation exposition which obens there
on November 20, at which gathering he will do some boosting for this
section of the territory.

It is the most

"THE COFFEE MAN"

Card of Thanks.
We desire to voice our dees and
sincere appreciation, of the many acts
noon at the shops', where they were
of sympathy, and of the beautiful
employed. The Brito boys, who are
floral offerings tendered in the Illbrothers, for some unknown reason,
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial club and manager here ness and death of our beloved Fred
for the Investment and Agency cor- die.
MR. AND MRS. E. P. PACKARD.
A nice
poration, left on "the limited Satur
Cottage on 4th,
DAI
III day night for Chicago, going via Denlot62i-feeSt.
BIG BARGAINS
t
ver. Mr. Fleming will be absent sevfront; fine lawn,,
Genuine Singer dron-heamachines.
eral weeks, and will likely remain in
next ten days only. Call at Singer, good sized barn, coal and chicken,
Chicago until after the Land and Irrl- Douglas avenue.

c

Sale

.

r-

-

.

d

The First National Bank

shed.

Little
PigjlPork

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL and SURPLVS $130,000.00.
.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
b. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.
HALLETTRAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

MONEY SAVED
Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what sou want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON
Phone Main 21

Sanitary

Washing

s

Carstalr's rye served
only.

Ironing

at the Antlers

Careful Handling

this farm

of Goods

Biamarlz PioIdcG

Prompt Service

Sweet and Sour Relish
A Quart Jar, for 35o
Olives
A Quart Jar, for 35o

'

1.

1

be had ONLY by

patronizing

15e

Pore Things to Eat

US

Quart Jar, for35o

Apple Butter, 35c

;

ww.

1910. ,

New Figs

end Dztcs

fv

lowaiid White

i

f

i

Smaller Ones in Sprays. $1.50 Per Dozen Sprays

Croocra, Dutohsra essd Dskero

Las
Greenhouses
Vegas
PERRY ONION,
Phone Main 276
Prop,

!

Marx

i!

Agent

'

""""

;

If your wardrobe is incomplete
of anything in the way of Clothing, Hats, Shoes or Furnishing;
Goods, you are cordially invited'
to inspect our stock.
fj

15he
Copyright 1909 bjr Hart ScbalTner & Mux

I

r

Latest designs and all new patterns, just what you should have
for Fall and Winter 1909 andl

'

or

&

t '

GREENBERGER,
Sole

LAUNDRY

Chrysanthemum
TIME'
igOnes.

Vegas, N. M.

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

M.

I!

Strawberry, Raspberry and Blackberry
A

E. Las

Bart Schaffner

;';'':

VEGAS STEAM

Real Estate Co.
609 Douglas Ave.

Clothes of
Quality

Foot Main St

Can

ts

Call up Main 2 when you bare any
Pabst's draught beer on Us only
at Opera bar.
lews. The Optlo wants It. ,

fresh from

TODAY

who-wan-

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera bar. Served from bar
'
rels oh the bar.
j

Best

SAUSAGE

On Domestic CoaJ.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

A bargain for anyone
a nice home.'

Boston Clothing

louse

,
:

-

V:

